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liHE United States Cents and Half Cents, illustrated by- the first eight heliotype plates

^
of this work, formed the cabinet of Mr. George Merritt, of Irvington, N. Y.,*

which was publicly sold in New Y^ork, January 3, 1879,f almost before the remark-

able value of the collection, in its narrow but interesting fields had been recognized bv

collectors at large. When Mr. Merritt began the formation of his cabinet, it was his

determined purpose to gather only the finest obtainable specimens of the regular copper

series of the United States Mint, l)eginning with the first issue of the Cents and Half

Cents of 1793, and ending with the issues of 1857, and to continue to add to his collection,

until all known varieties of these pieces should be represented by the finest examples that

patience, perseverance, and a liberal outlay of money could obtain. It is to be regretted

that the owner, after adhering to his design for several 3''ears, and obtaining results

which collectors acquainted with the difficulties of obtaining a majority of tlie earlier

copper issues in anv satisfactory condition now recognize to have been eminently success-

ful. should have abandoned his plan and given up the pleasuiable pursuit. To the author

of this work, who actively i3articipated in the formation of the cabinet, who bestowed upon

its growth the most attentive care, and who took as much interest in the collection as if it

had been his own private property, the determination reached by the owner seemed a

misfortune, because he felt that really little was wanting to make the collection complete,

and that by what may perhaps be called a premature dispersion of the cabinet, the

opportunitv of presenting the collectors of United States Cents and Half Cents with a work

*Mr. Geo. W. Merritt, the second sou of the late George Merritt, Esq., was born in Xew York on tlie 30th

.\ugnst, 1857. His taste for collecting was early developed, and when about eighteen years of age, he became in

his own prescribed field one of the most indnstrions of collectors, eagerly entering the lists as a competitor

whenever fine Cents or Half Cents were offered at public or private sale. Extensive travel abroad developed

in him stronger proclivities for certain branches of the fine arts, and before his return to tlie United States in the

autumn of 1878, a determination to give up coin collecting had already been formed.

t The principal buyers at this sale were Me.ssrs. Wm. H. Cottier, of Buffalo; Tlioinas Warner, of Cohocton,

N. Y.
;
Lorin G. Parmelee and Dudley R. Child, Boston, Mass.; Lewis F. Montanye of New York City, Ferguson

Haines, Biddeford, Me., Ed. Frossard
;
and otliers through Messrs. Cogan, Haseltine. Sampson, and Chapman Bros.
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fully illustrating the coinage in which they take so much interest, was lost to him beyond

hope of recurrence. Nevertheless, with the kind assistance ol Mr. Lorin G. Farmelee, of

Boston, Mass., who placed his entire cabinet at the disposal of the author, the illustra-

tion of the important varieties became a ])ossibility. and by combining the two collections,

selecting from each the most perfect specimens, a result was olitained which, il not entirely

satisfactory, was still better than liad been anticipated.

The deficiencies in the jilates which could not be remedied are chiefly observable in the

1793 Liberty Cap Cents, in the 1794 series, which lack several important varieties, and in

the reverses in general, many of which, even with common obverses, differ materially

from each other. In the descriptive part of the work these deficiencies have been in part

supplied by descriptions of several obverses, and of many reverses not illustrated. Here,

again, the kind services of friends, who unhesitatingly sent their choicest coins for inspec-

tion, enabled the author to overcome many difficulties, and to be at least correct in the

information conveyed.

Frequent, but it is hoped not fatal discrepancies in the method of description, such,

for instance, as calling a broken die in one instance a variety, in the other simply noticing

the fact, or perhaps passing it over in silence, were unavoidable, because the plates were

issued before a single description was attempted, and the arrangement of the specimens on

plates once fixed, necessitated a corresponding classification in the descriptions.

The frequent use of the term “variety” to denote those trifling differences of execution

always noticeable between impressions from several dies, the copies of one design, may be

censured ;
but an excusable extension has for a long time been given to the term by col-

lectors of American Cents, perliaps on account of the narrowness of their field of investi-

gation, causing distinctions to be established, which in ancient or foreign coinages would

usually be ignored.

With all its imperfections and omissions, this little work will, nevertheless, it is hoped,

be of some practical use and assistance in determining the variety or rarity of an} gi^en

specimen of the American Cents and Half Cents, and also in shoAving, by means of flu

plates, what line specimens really shoidd l)e.. If collectors will accept this slight contiibu-

tion to the Numismatic History of the United States with the same degree of forbearaiice

with which every thing, good, bad, or indilferent, that tends to throw any light on their

favorite and fascinating pursuit, lias heretofore been received by them, the utmost expecta-

tions of the author will be realized.

The author is especially indebted to Messrs. Lorin G. Farmelee and AV. T. R. Marvin

of Boston, Wm. II. Cottier of Buffalo, Dr. E. Maris and Mr. d. W. Haseltine of Idiiladel-

phia, for specimens furnished, or valuable information and assistance given.

Irvington-on-Hudson, August, 1870. E. F.
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UHITED STATES CENTS

?HE regular issue of copper Cents and Half Cents began at the

^sPational Mint, Philadelphia, in the year 1793, and continued until

1857, when the coinage of Half Cents was entii-ely discontinued,

and a new design and metal foi- the coinage of the Cents finally

adopted and introduced.

The Cents issued during this period may be di\dded into seven classes :

Class I. Chain or Link,

Class II. Wreath,

Class III. Libeily Ca]),

Class IV. Draped Bust,

Class V. Turban Head,

Class VI. Coronet,

Class VII. Bi-aided Haii-,

The Half Cents are divided into four

Class I. Liberty Cap,

Class II. Draj)ed Bust,

Class HI. Turban Head,

Class IV. Braided Hair,

('P

1793.

1793.

1793 to 179G, inclusive.

1796 to 1807, inclusive.

1808 to 1814, inclusive.

1816 to 1839, inclusive.

1839 to 1857, inclusive.

'lasses:

1793 to 1797, inclusive.

1800, 1802 to 1808, inclusive.

1809, 1810, 1811, 1825, 1826, 1828,

1829, 1831 to 1836, inclusive.

1840 to 1857, inclusive.



UNITED STATES CENTS.
()

Ko Cents were coined in 1815. No Half Cents were coined in the years

1798, 1799, 1801, 1812 to 1824, inclusive, 1827, 1830, 1837, 1838 and 1839.

CLASS I.

THE CHAIN OR LINK CENTS.

1793.

Illustrated by Nos. 1, 2, and 3, with two reverses, combining to form four

varieties. (Plate I.)

General desci'iption.^ Head of Liberty to the right. The outline of the

face is delicate, the forehead receding, the hair disheveled,! the bust short, end-

ing in a point; above, the legend liberty, curving; the date, 1793, below.

The reverse has the words one cent, and the fractional denomination

within an endless chain of fifteen links, the whole encircled by the legend,

UNITED STATES OF AMERI, 01* UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. The rim is more

or less raised, and the edge bears in alternate sections bars and a slender vine

with leaves. These c^nts are struck on thick planchets, and vary in size from

25 to 21 h. millimeters.

No. 1. The forehead is receding, the hair short and in fine locks; the

legend liberty with letters regular in size and widely spaced, the date

spreading.

Reverse: Legend, united states of ameri. Mint mark, a dot between

the tops of E and n in cent. Border, slightly raised. Condition, nearly proof.

N^OTE.—Obverse No. 1 combines also with tlie reverse here described as belonging to Nos. 2

and 3. It is for this reason that with three obverses and two reverses we have four varieties of

the Chain Cents.

^
No. 2. The forehead is high and ])ointcd, the hair abundant and long,

the ends of locks almost touching the rim on the left; the legend and date

are smaller and close, with a dot after each.

* See S. S. Crosby’s masterly and exliavistive article on the United States Cents of 1793, published in the

Ametncan Journal of Numismatics for April, 1809. Far be it from our thoughts to appropriate any credit of

originality in the description of the Cents of 1793. We candidly acknowledge that in only one instance, and that

in the description of a reverse apparently unknown when Mr. Crosby wrote his article, have we been able to

- add any information not previously conveyed by him.

t The term tete echevelee, or cheveux dpars, is generally used by French writers when describing this type.



a UNITED S'lATUb CKNTiS.

K ? v,t-re ruined in 1815, ISu Half XJentt, ^rie 'oun.: i;*

ilUd !80l, 1812 to .1824, inclusive, 1827, 1830, 1837, 1838 arsU
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THE UHAIN OF. LINK CENTS.

1793.

lllu^trn'cd bv Nos 1, 2, iuul 3, .yith two royerses, eoiidniimg to- loi ni foxn-

>; r*.*’eiirs. (Plate L)

Ur-iieral (lexeriph'ou.^ of Liberty to the right. The «mtiine of the

t'e-' Utirlicate, the htrehead receding, the hair disheveled,t the inint short, end-

ing m ii point: abov(\ the legend LfiiEiiTY, curving; tixe date, 1793, hch'^v.

'fixe reverse has the woTcis one cent, and the fi-actirJtxfd xit^nonjhiutiun

within an eTaUess eixain of fifteen links, the whole encircled by tlie U-gend,

ryiTX^l) STATES OF AV^KPJ, OT* UNITED STATUS OF AMEKli^A The rini morc

or less raised, and the edge Ixjars iiraltemate seetioiivS bars axixi a slt'D.l'*’* vine

vvUli leaves, d'hose cdnis are struck xm thick phim hti:*, .'x xl vary in froni

25 D’ 27n Uidliinelers.
*

iS'x.. 1. Thx' forehead is receding, the Ixair shx».t sn<l i\ Hm* iox’ks; the

• ‘.'rnd lifeett with le^t»Ts regular in size and vvh!xi. suaxa'd, th,e dale

Kx‘vi‘i*se; l.eg»-nd, UNrri.D s’»' VTes of amEki. Mini xnavk, a dx>t )xt tvoH-n

lb*- x3‘ ]•;; at*. 4
V b» x-ent. Booier, slightly raised. CunlbifMt,’ learly pvi.-x»f.

. t k .* In* ^ tJX'.iK -
. I - riw-’ iho ten*

f*u - • .11 U?a» v '\*. Uu--" obverses anil two iwf.i-si'-! ‘.‘ c r V.

£H:ot xnortf?^ Ui''- IrK' HOi^

The b)0'(xrr.tl i*. hieh ai.^ pointed, ihv! hair ahas.-i

texi euxis of locks u in Idnp, oji th<- Ud'.'ih

a N‘ siitaljfi' ami el'*‘ rvll.h a dx»t after x-m.n.

f i
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UNITED STATES CENTS. i

Keverse:* Legend, united states of America Boi’der, raised. Con-

dition, neai'ly proof.

No. 3. The featni’es are more strongly marked than in No. 2; the hair is

thick, and of moderate length. In liberty r is higher than preceding letters;

the date is of medium size. There is no dot either after the legend or the date.

Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 2. Border, slightly raised. Condi-

tion, extremely line.

Note. — The Cents of this type are common enough in a very poor state of preservation, but

in fine or uncirculated condition tliey rank among the rarest and most desirable. It is, in fact,

e.xtremely difficult to find them in an entirely satisfactory condition, the obverses, especially of

the AMERi variety, being generally weak and in low relief.

CLASS II.

THE WREATH CENTS.

Illustrated by Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, with six reverses, combining to

form eight vai-ieties. (Plate I.)

General descriptio7i. Head of Liberty facing to the right. The head has

strong and well defined outlines, the point of bust is long, slender, and curving

downward; the hair in heavy detached masses terminates in pointed locks;

above, the legend liberty, curving; below, the date 1793. Between the bust

and the date is a sprig of three leaves on a stem.

Reverse: Within a wreath formed of two curving branches of laurel, orna-

mented with sprays of bei-ries and trefoils,f and tied together at the bottom with

a i-ibbon ai-e the woi-ds one cent. In the exterior angle formed by the ribbons

the fraction around the wreath, united states of America.

The border is dotted, and the edge, like the Chain Cents, bears the vine

and bars, except No. 9, which, like the Liberty Cap Cents, is inscribed one
HUNDRED FOR A DOLLAR. These Ceiits are sti-uck on thick planchets, and

vary in size from 26 to 28^ millimeters.

* It may be proper to state that in Plate I at least, the obverses and reverses illustrated belong to different

pieces, and that twenty-one cents of this date were actually used to illustrate twelve obverses and ninb reverses.

In making the combination of the Chain Cents, we inadvertently used a reverse with crack extending from
border to the chain, passing near i of united, a peculiarity belonging to neither of the three pieces described.

t The following description of this reverse is given by a French writer: Dans une couronne de laurier,

entremelee de feuilles de trbfle et de perles, one cent; en bas,



8 UNITED STATES CENTS.

1̂ 0 . 4. The hair in heavy waving masses, hows in irregular but graceful

curves; the legend and date are evenly spaced and the lai-gest of this class.

The leaves under bust are broad and nearly at right angles to each other; their

stem rises on a continued line with the perpendicular sti'oke of 7. Condition,

nearly proof.

Reverse: one cent high in wreath, with a dot between e and n of cent.

There are three trefoils on the left, and three on the “right branch, the latter

opposite and near each other; the upper spray of berries points to the right of s

in STATES; the legend is close to the dotted border.

No. 5. The lower double lock extends to the left of 1 in date, and within

one millimeter of it. The stem of sprig points at the angle of 7 in date and

curves upward to the right; the legend and date smaller than in No. 4. A flaw

in the die gives this obverse the appearance of being sprung across the centre.

Condition, reddish, uncirculated, but struck from worn die.

Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 4.

No. 6. The three lower curls extend nearly to the beaded circle. The

sprig under bust rests upon a curved stem directly over the 9; its leaves are

bunched, forming an irregidar mass from which they rise at acute angles, the

left leaf touching in its ])oint one of the smaller curls under the hair near the

shoulder. Condition, fine; the hair rubbed.

Reverse: one cent high in wreath with dot between e and n of cent.

The left branch bears three, and the right two trefoils, one pair on each branch

being nearly on a line with the bow of ribbon. A crack in the die extends

diagonally from the wi*eath through e and N of cent. The upper s])ray of

berries on left branch points dii’ectly to the lower curl of s in states; the

dividing line in is curved and touches each end of the ribbon.

No. 7. Differs but little from No. 0. It can be distinguished by the

following pecvdiarities: The stem of sprig rests over 9 of date, and extends ovei*

the 7 in a straighter line; the stem of leaf on left is close to the others, but does

not merge with them, and its ])oint penetrates the lower inner lock, while in No.

() it only touches it. Condition, strong, beautiful impression.

1st Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 0.



ITNITEI) STATES CENTS.

2d. For No. 7 only, one cent in centre, with one dot between n ajul e

of ONE, and another directly over n of cent. Each branch bears two trefoils,

the four nearly on a line with the word cent. The legend is not so neai* the

dotted border.

No. 8. The hair separates in nninixed locks, the lower one almost touching

the beaded circle; liberty small, but widely spaced. The stem of sprig rises

upward between the 7 and 9 of date, beai'ing slender elongated leaves, the left of

which inclines sharply to the left; the others form an acute angle, the opening

of which lies directly opposite the lower line of bust. Condition, fine.

Keverse: one cent small, and slightly to the left of centre, with dot

touching the top of n in cent. Two trefoils on each branch are nearly on a line

with CENT, the one nearest c lower than the others. The ends of ribbons are

deeply forked
;
the legend is near the Avreath, with a dot after America.

No. 9. The face and hair similar to No. 8, but with lower lock of hair

coming within one millimeter of 1 in date. The leaves under bust are nearly

stemless, joining directly over the 9 of date; the left one rises in a nearly

perpendicular line, the middle one nearly touches the bust, and the one on right

forms a right angle with the first. Condition, hair rubbed, otherwise fine.

Keverse: one cent in centre Avith dot touching the top of n in cent.

The Avreath bears two trefoils on each branch, those on the right opposite, and

those on the left a little below the Avord cent. The dividing line in is

curved, with the numerator distant from denominator. The legend is close to

wreath, Avith a dot after America.

The edge is generally inscribed one hundred for a dollar; sometimes

it bears the bars and vine.

No. 10. The point of bust thicker than iii the other varieties; the lower

lock of hair thick near its end. Under the bust are three clover leaves, and one

clover floAver.

ReA^erse: The Avreath is small, rather thin, and its leaA'es are close together.

On each branch are apparently two trefoil leaves, much below the loAver line of

CENT. The legend is far from wreath, and comes near the rim in America.

The edge bears the bars and vine. Condition, very poor.



s UNITED STATES CENTS.

No. 4. The hair in heavy waving masses, flows in irregular but graceful

curves; the legend and date are evenly spaced and the lai-gest of this class.

The leaves under bust are broad and nearly at right angles to each other; theii*

stem rises on a continued line with the perpendicular sti’oke of 7. Condition,

nearly proof.

Keverse: one cent high in wreath, with a dot between e and N of cent.

There ai-e three trefoils on the left, and three on the 'right branch, the latter

opposite and near each othei*; the upper spray of berries points to the right of s

in STATES; the legend is close to the dotted border.

No. 5. The lower double lock extends to the left of 1 in date, and within

one millimeter of it. The stem of sprig points at the angle of 7 in date and

curves upward to the right; the legend and date smaller than in No. 4*. A flaw

in the die gives this obverse the appearance of being sprung across the centre.

Condition, reddish, uncirculated, but struck from worn die.

Reverse; The same as reverse of No. 4.

No. G. The three lower curls extend nearly to the beaded circle. The

sprig under bust rests upon a curved stem directly over the 9; its leaves are

bunched, forming an irregidar mass from which they rise at acute angles, the

left leaf touching in its ])oint one of the smaller curls under the hair near the

shoulder. Condition, fine; the hair rubbed.

Reverse: one cent high in wreath with dot between E and n of cp:nt.

The left branch bears three, and the right two trefoils, one pair on each branch

being nearly on a line with the bow of ribbon. A crack in the die extends

diagonally from the wreath thi-ough e and N of cent. The upper sjiray of

berries on left branch points dii'ectly to the lower curl of s in states; the

dividing line in is curved and touches each end of the ribbon.

No. 7. Differs but little from No. G. It can be distinguished by the

following peculiarities: The stem of sprig rests over 9 of date, and extends ovei‘

the 7 in a straighter line; the stem of leaf on left is close to the others, but does

not merge with them, and its ])oint penetrates the lower inner lock, while in No.

G it only touches it. Condition, strong, beautiful impi’ession.

1st Reverse: The same as reverse of No. (>.
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2(1. For No. 7 only, one cent in centre, with one dot between n and e

of ONE, and another directly over n of cent. Each branch beai’s two trefoils,

the four nearly on a line with the word cent. The legend is not so near the

dotted border.

No. 8. The hair separates in nnmixed locks, the lower one almost touching

the beaded circle; liberty small, but widely spaced. The stem of sprig rises

upward between the 7 and 9 of date, bearing slender elongated leaves, the left of

which inclines sharj)ly to the left; the others form an acute angle, the opening

of which lies directly opposite the lower line of bust. Condition, fine.

Reverse: one cent small, and slightly to the left of centre, with dot

tonching the top of n in cent. Two trefoils on each branch are nearly on a line

with cent, the one nearest c lower than the others. The ends of ribbons are

deeply forked
;
the legend is near the wreath, with a dot after America.

No. 9. The face and hair similar to No. 8, but with lower lock of hair

coming wdthin one millimeter of 1 in date. The leaves under bust are nearly

stemless, joining dii-ectly over the 9 of date; the left one rises in a nearly

perpendicular line, the middle one nearly touches the bust, and the one on right

forms a right angle with the first. Condition, hair rubbed, otherwise fine.

Revei’se: one cent in centre with dot tonching the top of n in cent.

The wreath bears two trefoils on each bi-anch, those on the right opposite, and

those on the left a little below the word cent. The dividing line in is

curved, with the numerator distant fi-oin denominator. The legend is close to

wreath, with a dot after America.

The edge is generally inscribed one hundred eor a dollar; sometimes

it bears the bars and vine.

No. 10. The point of bust thicker than in the othei’ varieties; the lower

lock of hair thick near its end. Under the bust are three clover leaves, and one

clover flower.

Reverse: The wreath is small, rather thin, and its leaves are close together.

On each branch are apparently two trefoil leaves, much below the lower line of

CENT. The legend is far from wreath, and comes near the rim in America.

The edge bears the bars and vine. Condition, veiy poor.



10 UNITED STATES CENTS.

Note.—The reverse of this piece is entirely different from reverse d of Mr. Levick’s plate in

Vol. Ill, No. 12, of the American Journal of Numismatics. In the hitter, the trefoils in wreath

are on or near the line of cent
;
the wreath is larger and more spreading, and there are other

strikinsr differences. It can he stated that of the three specimens known, two have the reverse we

describe; the other as far as known, is unique.

The Wreath Cents are more easily obtained in fine condition than either the Chain or

Liberty Cap Cents of the same date; in ordinary condition they are represented in nearly all

cabinets. Beside No. 9, other varieties of this type have been found with the edge inscribed

ONE HUNDRED, etc., and others, but very rarely, with the edge plain.

CLASS III.

THE TJBERTY CAP CENTS.

1793.

Illustrated by Nos. 11 and 12, with one reverse. (Plate I.)

General description. Head of Liberty facing to the right. The head is

well poised, the bust longer than in preceding issues; the hair is confined

around the head by a nari-ow ribbon, and falls, in gracefnl curls, behind the

shoulder. Over the left shoulder is a Liberty Cap on staff;* above, the legend,

LIBERTY, curving; below, the date. Reverse, A wreath formed of two slender

laurel branches bearing berries, is united at the bottom by a ribbon, and encloses

the woi’ds ONE cent. In the exteilor angle formed by the ribbons is the frac-

tional value ioT, J^Did around the wreath the legend united states of America.

The border is beaded. The edge is inscribed one hundred for a dollar.

Sti-nck on thick planchets. Size 29 millimeters.

No. 11. The profile of the face is remarkably fine, the forehead high.

The legend liberty is large for the date, and in l almost touches the beaded

border; the end of the staff is thick, ending within less than one millimeter from

the border. Condition, nearly proof.

1st Reverse: The wreath is rounded, with one cent well in the centre; it

bears six berries on the left, and five on the right branch. The ribbon on the

right falls to the dividing line in Jg of which the denominator almost touches

the beaded border.

* Tlie following is a desciiption of this type by a French writer: Tcte a droite; chevelure flottante. Derriere,

le bonnet de la liberte an bout d’une picpie.



UNITED STATES CENTS. 11

2(1 Keverse: The leaves spread more widely, one of them nearly touch-

ing M in AMERICA. The left branch has five berries; near c of cent is a short

stem without a berry; the right branch has seven berries. (N^ot illustrated.)

1^0. 12. A crack beginning at e in liberty extends through the head to o

of date. The legend is not cpiite so near the beaded border, especially in l.

Reverse: The same as first reverse of No. 11.

No. 13. A slight crack is visible through y of the legend liberty, reach-

ing the forehead, not showing upon the head, but reappearing at the lower lock

of hair on the left. (Not illustrated.)

Keverse: This variety occurs with the same reverses as No. 11, but it is

much rai*er.

The Liberty Cap Cents are scarce even in worn or poor condition
;
good s})ecimens are

nevertheless obtainable, but the fastidious collector who wants only extremely tine specimens will

find it difficult to match one of the wreath type with a Liberty Cap Cent of this date.

Note.

—

Three obverses and two reverses of the 1793 Liberty Cap are known, combining to

form five varieties of the 1793 Liberty Cap Cents. As stated before, a full description of all the

Cents and Half Cents is entirely beyond the scope of this work, but we have endeavored to make

the descriptions of at least the 1793 Cents as complete as we could, because they are beyond

doubt the most important as well as the most interesting of the series. It may nevertheless be

proper to state that Dr. M. W. Dickeson, in his American Manual, enumerates six varieties of

the Chain, twenty-one of the Wreath, and four of the Liberty Cap Cents of this date. Dr.

Dickeson’s opportunities for examining and comparing specimens of this date were undoubtedly

very great, but not as good as those enjoyed by Messrs. Levick and Crosby, who, when they

compiled their plate illustrating the Cents of 1793, had all the fine specimens from the best

cabinets in the country sent them for examination. Now the number described by them is,

excepting one Liberty Cap Cent, only ecpial to the number described by us. We are forced to

conclude that the differences between several of the dies enumerated by Dr. Dickeson, as forming

varieties, must have been very trifling, and not of sufficient importance to be noticed by Messrs.

Levick and Crosby in their plate and descriptions of the Types and Varieties of the U. S.

Cents, 1793.

For convenience of reference we give below, opposite the numbers we have

described, reference to the cori'esjiouding numbers in Levick’s Table.

Monograj)!! Obv. 1 is the same as Obv. 1 Levick.

“ Obv. '2 “ “ ,.Obv.

“ Obv. 3 “ “ Obv. 2

“ Obv. 4 ‘‘ “ Obv. 4 “
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Monograph
U

Obv. 5

01) V. 6

is the same at3 Obv. 5 Levick.

Not illustrated.

u Obv. 7 a u Obv. 7 Levick.

u Obv. 8 u u Obv. 8 44

u Obv. 9 (C u Obv. 9 44

u Obv. 10 u u Obv. 6 44

u Obv. 11 (4 u Obv. 10 44

u Obv. 12 U u Obv. 11 44

u Obv. 1,8
C4 44 Obv. 12 44

1794.

Illustrated by twenty-one obverses and fifteen reverses. (Plates II and III.)

General description. The same as for the Liberty Cap Cents of 1793.

The border is milled, the edge inscribed. Struck on thick planchets. Size 21 h

to 282 millimeters.

The points of difference to be noted in determining the many varieties

of this date are, 1st. The size and appearance of the head, ^7os. 1 and 27

forming the extreme links of the chain, the former greatly resembling the 1793

Liberty Cap, the latter an exact counterpart of the first issue of the 1795.

2d. That of the legend, including irregular s^^aces, large, small or crooked

letters, distance from cap, head and border. 3d. The size and position of the

date with distance from hair, bust and rim or milling; large, small, distant,

straight, crooked numbers, &c. 4th. Numerous cracks caused by broken dies,

both on obverse and reverse are frequently of material assistance, for by their

means the variety of a piece can frequently be determined at a glance. As a

further assistance, we have noted, in brackets, the numbers and names of the

list prepared by Dr. E. Maris, whose happy nomenclature, in the description of
/

the 1794 Cents, has generally been adopted by collectors. He has also kindly

])ei‘initted us to make extracts from his work, Avhich we have freely done when-

ever we found our list deficient. Our descriptions are made chiefly from the

obverse; the revei’se is used only as an accessoiy, oi* when possessing some

striking characteristic that will assist in determining the variety.

No. 1. Head of 1793. The date straight with 1 close to hair and a slightly

crooked 4 almost touching bust. (Maris No. 1, 1793 Head.)

Reverse: Dot close to n, between k and N of cent. Condition, good.
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No. 2. The pi'ohle remarkably fine, the chin double; the leg’end liberty

a little nearer the milling than the head; the 1 and 4 of date at an equal distance

from the hair, bust, and milling. (Maris No. 2; Double Chin.) Condition,

proof.

1st Keverse: The same as reverse of No. 1.

2d Keverse: oxk cent high in wreath; the dividing line in close to

denominator; xVM in America distant. A slight crack extends from milling

between m and e of America to t of cent. (Maris No. 4; a combination not

mentioned by him.)

No. 3. The head veiy much like No. 1; the staff thick, and parallel to

bust. The date is straight, with 1 distant from hair and a tilted 4 nearl}^ one

millimeter from bast. (Mails No. 4; Tilted 4.) Condition, fair.

Rever.se: The same as second reverse of No. 2.

No. 4. The haii-, close and waving, ends in a line of very fine locks, with

point of lowest cnrl distant from 1 in date. The legend liberty large and

close, with r near the head and a crack through e. In the date 1 is near the

hair and almost under the point of shoulder, the 4 with a sharp top touches the

bust. (Maris No. 5; Young Head.)

Reverse: First s in states distant from t; u and n of united almost

touch each other at the top, and the D is out of its proper position. The end of

the right ribbon is very long, nearly reaching the last cipher in denominator.

No. 5. In the legend liberty, r is close to hair and is slightly overlapped

in its lower curve by the stand of t. The 1 and 4 in date touch the haii* and

bust; the stem of 7 inclines towards the 1. (Maris No. 7; Crooked 7.)

1st Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 4.

2d Reverse: In states the t and a are joined at the bottom. The n in

ONE has the connecting line of the perpendiculars prolonged at the lower

extremity.

3d Reverse: In the legend, t and a of states are out of position, the a

above the T and its toj) far from the second t. (See cut.)

Note.—Tlie 2d reverse is found with this obverse cracked transversely
;
the 3d witli both

cracked and perfect obverses. (Maris Nos. 8 and 9; Crooked 7.)
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IS'o. 6. The K in legend is very near the head; the l less than one milli-

meter from cap. In the date, which is close, 1 touches the hair, 7 is near it, the

4 is sharp and comes within half a millimeter of bust. A slight concavity is

observable in this obverse. (Maris ^lo. 10; Pyramidal Head.)

Reverse: one cent high in wreath. The wreath bears seven berries on

left, with the two lower ones touching the ribbon, and seven on right branch.

The 1^0 is bir from wreath; the two I’s near dividing line, the ciphers slightly

lower. Border, very slightl}^ milled.

No. 7. The hair abundant, with lower curl pointing to the foot of 1; the

date wide and large, 1 touching the hair, and the 4 nearer milling than bust.

In the legend, k is at an equal distance between the head and milling. The end

of the pole is sharp and touches the milling. (Maris No. 11; Many Haired.)

1st Reverse: In the last cipher very nearly touches the milling.

2d Reverse: There are six berries on left branch instead of seven as on last

reverse. (Maris No. 40; Many Haired.)

No. 8. There is a depression in the hair, below the ear, about four milli-

meters in length. The legend libekty equally distant from cap, head and

edge; the lower curl is long and points toward the top of 1 which is close to

hair, with the 4 about half a millimeter from bust. (Maris 12; Scarred Head.)

Reverse: o in cent small. In i^o the two I’s touch the dividing line.

No. 9. The legend nearer milling than cap or head. The date is small,

equally distant from hair, bust and milling; the 4 is without horizontal stand.

A crack extends from milling near y of legend to nose; another from near the

ear to end of staff. (Maris, 13; Standless 4.)

Reverse: m in America small; r too large.

No. 10. The hair scanty; the legend liberty distant from caj) and head;

the date lai’ge and separated, with 1 nearer to milling than to hair, the 4 equally

distant. (Maris No. 15; Sejairated date.)

1st Reverse: A crack extends from milling through e of states to point of

leaf; anothei-, from e of one touching t of cent, to berry of wreath.

2d Reverse: The distance from the end of left stem to the extreme end of

ribbon bow is six millimeters. (Maris No. 16; Se])arated date.)
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11. The lower curl points directly to to]) of 1 in date; the legend

lUBEKTY equally distant from head and cap, near milling; the date wide, with 1

about two-thirds of a millimeter from hair, and 4 one millimeter from bust.

(Maris No. 17
;
The Ornate.)

1st Keverse: In states the second t is lower than A and distant from e.

2d Reverse: The stems of wreath very much bent and slender; two vei’y

long leaves extend under t pointing to a of states; the end of ribbon on the

right extends to milling. See illustrated reverse of No. 16. (Maris No. 25;

The Ornate.)
A

No. 12. The legend liberty touches milling, with l distant from cap;

the date straight, with 1 touching hair and a small fallen and slightly crooked

4. (Maris No. 20; Fallen 4.)

Reverse: The dividing line touches the end of ribbon on the right.

No. 13. The bust short; the legend at equal distance between the head

and the milling. The 1 close to hair and directly under the angle fonned by

shoulder and hair, the 4 sharp and touching the bust. A crack passes along

the outer border of the cap, extending to the lower locks. (Maris No. 21

;

Short Bust.)

1st Reverse: A crack extends from the milling between states and or

extending to n of one.

2d Reverse : Die cracked through u in united and o in one to upper part

of left branch. (Maris No. 22; Short Bust.)

No. 14. The head large, the ear nearly square. The legend liberty near

milling, with the R close to head. In the date, 1 touches the hair, and 4 the bust.

The cap and stafl' touch the milling. (Maris No. 23; Patagonian.)

1st Reverse: The end of stem of wreath on the right only about half a

millimeter in length beyond the ribbon.

2d Reverse: A slight vaiiety of last. (Maris No. 24; Patagonian.)

No. 15. This obverse was placed on the plate undei* the erroneous suppo-

sition that it differed from No. 11. It is really obvei-se II, and its reverse is the

same as illustrated reverse of No. 16, making a combination already described.

(Obverse 11, 2d reverse. Maris No. 25; The OiTiate.)
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No. 16. There are slight breaks behind the hair. The lower lock is

double. The legend liberty is distant from cap and head; in the date, 1

touches the hair, and 4 is vei‘y close to bust. (Mails ^N^o. 26; Amiable Face.)

1st Reverse: The same as 2d reverse of No. 11.

2d Reverse: Dividing line four and a half millimeters. The ribbon knot

})rominent. (Maris No. 27 ;
Amiable Face.)

No. 17. In the legend liberty the l and r are equally distant from cap

and head; the lower curl of R is nearly straight and reaches slightly lower than

the stand of t. In the date, 1 is distant one millimeter from haii‘, the 4 about

half a millimeter from bust. (Maris No. 28; Large Planchet.)

Reverse: The left branch bears six large and two small berries, the latter

on each side of stem of last leaf; the right branch at least six, the three lower

ones close together. In too uumeratoi- and the last cipher nearly touch the

dividing line.

No. 18. The hair terminates in eight locks, the two lower united and

curving toward the date. The l in liberty one and a half millimeters from

cap, and the r one millimeter from head. In the date, 1 is near the hair, and 4

a trifle farther from bust than in No. 16. In the left field are two pointed

breaks, the base of which extends in low relief upward to the cap. (Maris

No. 29; Marred Field.)

1st Reverse: The same as 2d reverse of No. 16.

2d Reverse: The die cracked between u and N of united, and again

touching T> and running in the same direction. (Maris No. 30; Marred Field.)

Note — We liave seen obverse 18, with its 1st reverse, inscribed on edge one iiundu

DOLLAR,

No. 19. The hair in plentiful locks. In the legend liberty the l is near

cap, the R close to haii-. In the date, 1 touches the hair, and 4 the bust. xV

ci*ack extends from bust to milling through 9 of date. (Maris 32; Shielded

Hair.)

1st Reverse: A crack extends fi’om tlie border through s of states and

terminates at n in one; another through the last A in America.

2d Reverse: No dividing line in the fraction; the die cracked thi’ough the

letter i) of united. (Maris No. 33; Shielded Hair.)
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No. 20. The lieacl resembles tlie head ol‘ 1705, the ends of curls twisted

toiiether. The u in i.inKUTA" is close to the hair, and a crack extends from

border between t and A' throng'h the forehead. (Maris Xo. d(); The Plicae.)

Uevei'se: The first t in statjiis inclines toAvard s. The steins of wreath

are thick near their end, of e(iual length, and point at u and A in legend.

A slightly ditferent obverse, with the same reverse, has the i: in uheiitv

nearer the cap. (Maris No. o7
;
The Plicae.)

Anothei* similar obvei'se has on the reverse an elevation in the field which

looks like an interrupted continuation of the ribbon on right side, and extends

almost to tlie milling. (Maris No. 34; The Plicae.) The same obverse as last is

also found with a break across the bust in a line ])arallel with the staff, and a

fragment broken from lower border, including ])ait of the 4. Tn its reverse a

Hue passes obliquely from n in one through e. (Maris No. 35; The I^licae.)

Still another has a Avider date, and the loAver curl larger. Its reverse is the

same as reverse of No. 26. (Maris No. 38; liomau Plica.)

No. 21. The legend liberty man' milling, and distant from cap and head;

the KTY on a higher line than lire and separated from it by a crack Avhich

extends to hair. The date touches the milling, Avith 4 nearer bust than 1 to bail-.

Keverse: The second t in states out of position.

Noth.

—

None of the following obvt!r.se.s are illustrated.

No. 22. Date wide. Liberty staff expanded and flattened at the end.

There is not the slightest trace of milling on obverse, thus contrasting with the

reverse, which is protected by a bold and sei’rated elevation ai-ound the edge.

(Maris No. 3; Sans Milling.)

Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 1.

No. 23. Date like No. 4. l of libertat very near the cap. The point

Avhere the first three locks become separated lielow the ear, is the centre of an

are formed on the neck iiy the AvaA^e of the hair. (Maris No. 6; The Coquette.)

Keverse: The same as reverse of No. 4.

No. 24. The legend libeuty near the milling. The figures of date Avidely

sejiarated, and near the milling. Tavo coarse locks pass near the Liberty caj)
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and terminate abruptly; two ends of locks below the cap are not connected with

those of the head. (Maris I^o. 14; Abrupt Ilaii-.)

Reverse: Die broken; one crack from the edge between a and t of states

cui'ves into o in onic. The othei* passes through d in united to the to[) of c in

CENT, then curves into N in one.

No. 25. The hair is very long; the cap nearer the milling; otherwise this

hears a strong resemblance to No. 11. (Maris No. 18; Yenus Marina.)

Reverse: Dividing line over three millimeters. The die is cracked through

the fii-st s in states toward the centre.
*

The same obverse is found with a ci’ack extending through l o1‘ ltbekty

in a curved line across the cap. In its reverse the left wn*eath has one instead

of tw'o berries opposite the ribbon bow; the latter very much out ol‘ place.

(Maris No. 19; Yenns Marina.)

No. 26. Date wide, with 1 too fiir fi'om the 7. In liberty the t is not in

accurate position. (Maris No. 31; Distant 1.)

Reverse: r in America too large; c in cent too low.

No. 27. Exact head of 1795. The l in liberty touches the caji, and r

is close to head. The lower cuil is similar to curl in No. 1, 1795. (Maris No.

39; ’95 Head.)

Reverse: Each letter in cent out of position.

No. 28. Similar to No. 11, but the legend is not indented; the hair ends

in seven points, and the 4 is nearer the bust. (Maris No. 41; Egeria.)

Reverse: The same as first reverse of No. 11.

No. 29. Lower curl nnusually thick. There is a depression in the head

below its junction with the cap, not seen in any other variety. A l‘ragment

is bi’oken Iroin the border of the die to the left of the haii‘. (Maris No. 42;

Trephined Head.)

Reverse: The same as second reverse of No. 14.

No. 30. Date near the bust, the 4 touching it. In the legend liberty the

L is a trifle over one miHimeter from cap, the r two millimeters from head.

(Maris No. 43; Crowded Date.)
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Reverse: The left branch has a single berry as in second reverse of ^o. 25,

op])Osite the ribbon bow; the latter in correct position.

Except in strictly uncircnhvtecl condition, the 1794 Cents of nearly all the varieties ennine-

rated are easily obtained. In poor or worn condition they are quite common.

TABLE OF DESCRIBED OBVERSES
OF THE 1794 CENTS,

AVITII THE OOEIIESPONDING KU.MBEKS AND NA5IES IN DR. E. MARIs’s TREATISE.

Monograph. Maris. Monograpli. Mai is.

No. 1 No. 1; 1793 Head. No. 17 No. 28; Large Planchet.

No. 2 No. 2; Double Chin. No. 18 Nos. 29, 30; Marred Field.

No. 3 No. 4; Tilted 4. No. 19 Nos. 32, 33; Shielded Hair.

No. 4 No. 5; Young Head. No. 20 Nos. 36, 37, 34,35; The Plicae

No. 5 Nos. 7, 8, 9; Crooked 7. and 38; Uoman Plica.

No. 6 No. 10; Pyiamidal Head. No. 21 No equivalent.

No. 7 No. 11, 40; Many Haired. No. 22 No. 3; Sans Milling.

No. 8 No. 12; Scarred Head. No. 23 No. 6; The Coquette.

No. 9 No. 13; Standless 4. No. 24 No. 14; Abrupt Hair.

No. 10 Nos. 15, 16; Separated Date. No. 25 Nos. 18, 19; Venus Marina.

No. 11 Nos. 17, 25; The Ornate. No. 26 No. 31; Distant 1.

No. 12 No. 20; Fallen 4. No. 27 No. 39; ’95 Head.

No. 13 No.s. 21, 22; Short Dust.
‘

No. 28 No. 41; Egeria.

No. 14 Nos. 23, 24; Patagonian. No. 29 No. 42; Trephined Head.

No. 15 No. 25; The Ornate. No. 30 No. 43; Crowded Date.

No. 16 Nos. 26, 27; 7\miable Face.

The following letter throws all the additional light on the probable number

of 1791: dies that can be given at this time:

—

526 SritucE St., Philadelphia, 7tli mo. 5, 1879.

Ed Feossard:

In reply to thine of the 2d instant, I would say, make use of my treatise as

proposed. Sinee the second edition was jndilished, I have seen nine 1794 new varieties

not mentioned. In fifty-two specimens I found thirty-live 'obverses and thirtj'-seven or

thirty-eight reverses. Twenty-six dies were broken.

Very respectfully, E. MAKIS.

Note.

—

If the varieties of No. 20 are counted as four obverses, our list describes thirty-three

obverses.
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1795.

Illustrated by 57os. 1, 2, 3 and 4, with their appi-opi-iate reverses. (Plate III.)

(xGiievcil description. The head assimilates in appearance and execution

to the last varieties of the 1794 Cents; the reverse is also similar. The eailiei

isMies of this year were stimck on thick ])lanchets with the edge inscilhed one

iiiJNDiiEi) FOR A doUjAk; tlic latci* issues, on thinner ])lanchcts, are nithont

any edg*e inscilplion. The boi'dcr is milled. Diameter 2< to 29 millimeters.

Xo. 1. Thick planchet. kt in the legend liberty near the head; the

date is large and wide, with 1 under the hair, and the upper curl of 5 merging

into the bust.

Reverse: smcall, with both numerator and denominator touching the

dividing line. Border deeply milled; edge inscribed.

Xo. 2. Thin jilanchet. The legend iuberty is very close and not per-

I’ectly curved, bringing the Y close to forehead. The date is smaller, with 1

under the hair and the curl in 5 touching the bust.

Reverse: one cent in centre. In the numerator touches the dividing

line. Border milled; edge plain. •

Xo. 3. The legend liberty widely ‘spaced, with l touching the cap and

the T over hair near the forehead. 44ie date wide, with 1 under the hair, and

the u])per curl of 5 partly concealed by the bust.

Reverse: one cent high in wreath, the distance from the ipiper line of

ONE to the rim lieing ten, and fi'om the lower line in cent to lower rim fourteen

iniHimetei’S. Border milled; edge plain; struck on a thin i)lanchet.

Xo. 4. Jefferson Head. The head is entirely different from any variety of

this or other dates. The pi’ohle is in a ncai*ly straight line from the hair to the

point of nose; tin* lijis jiouting, the chin pointed; the hair sti'aight, with a few

thin locks at the end, oiu‘ of which foims a long douhk' curl under the bust,

aiul ])oints at f in dat(‘. fherc' is no band around the hair. Ihe legend LIB^JKl^

in Inrge letters, widely sjiaced, is eipially distant from caj), head and edge. I he

date betweem 179 wide, the 5 a little nearer 9.

Rc'verse: one ceni’ in centre large; the legend and the (ractional denomi-

nation also lai'ge. 44ie wr(*ath be.irs lai’ge elongated leavi'S, neaily all donlilc
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and forked, pointing in every direction, witli apparently eleven berries on the

left, and twelve on right branch.

Struck on a thick planchct; only traces ol‘ milling are diseernahle on the

ohvei’se, and hnt little on reverse. Edge plain; diameter 29 millimeters.

Several pairs of dies were used in this year, both with thick and thin

planchets, but the above form the principal varieties.

The CtMits of 1795 sti uck on thick plaiicliets are I'arely found in lino or uncirculate<l condi-

tion; the tliin planchets are moi’e connnon. The .Jefferson Head is scarce in any state of preser-

vaticni. In ^'ood to tine condition it is e.xtreinely rare.

1796.

Illusti-ated by two obverses with their reverses. (Plate III.)

General description. The same as for the 1795 thin planchets. The

border is milled, the edge plain. Diameter, 29 millimeters. During this year

the device of the Liberty Cap and staff ceased to be used on Cents.

No. 1. The staff of cap close to bust, terminating a little below its point.

The li of legend liberty touches the cap. In the date 1 is under the hair, and

touches it; the 6 very close to bust.

Reverse: The c in cent nearly under o in one and distant from it; the

T touches a leaf of wreath. The left branch bears nineteen leaves and six

berries; the right, eighteen leaves and four berries.

No. 2. The l of legend liberty near, but not touching the cap; rt near,

but not touching the hair. In the date 1 close to hair, and 6 distant one milli-

meter from bust.

Reverse: one cent in centre weakly struck. The left branch bears

twenty-one leaves and five berries; the right, twenty leaves and hve berries. The

legend is close to wreath.

There are at least four other slight varieties of this issue. They can be

distinguished by the position of legend and date on obverse, number of leaves

and berries on wreath, etc.

Only a few specimens of perfectly uncircnlated 1796 I.iil)erty (kij) Cents are known; in poor

condition they tti’c common; in g-ood to fine preservation, scarce.
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CLASS IV.

THE DRAPED BUST CENTS.

179(3.

Tlie Cents of this class are illustrated by three obverses and three rciverses,

(Plate III,) seventeen obverses and thirteen reverses, (Plate IV,) and four

obverses, (Plate Y.)

General description. Draped bust of Liberty facing to the right; the hair

is fastened by a narrow band ending behind the head in a ribbon-knot, (whence

the name knot or tie is frequently applied to this Cent,) and flows downward over

the shoulder, ending in small, well defined ringlets. Above, in large letters, the

legend liberty^, curving; below, the date. The i*everse (similar to the reverse

of the Liberty Cap Cents) has one cent in a wreath formed of two branches

of laurel, bearing berries, and tied at the bottom by a ribbon. In the outward

angle formed by the ribbons is the fractional denomination Around the

wreath is the legend, united states op America. The border is generally

milled, the edge plain. The diameter varies little above or under 28 millimeters,

and the pieces are struck on thin planchets.

The Cents of this class and date (179(3) are illustrated by three oliverses

and three reverses. (Plate III.)

Yo. d. The legend libertv' near the head and also near the milling. In

the. date 1 is near the hair, and (3 not far from bust.

Keverse: one cent well in centre. The wreath is round and even, with

the leaves at the end of each branch pointing to each other. In the fractional

deiiomination, both numerator and denominator are close to the dividing line.

Milling very slight.

No. -I. In the date 1 tonclu'S the hair, and () the bust; a ci'ack extends

from the milling through the base ol 7 and ot 1 in date, and ]>assi‘s thiough the

lowei' curls.

lieverse : There is a widei* space lietween one and ciont than in last

reverse, and c and t touch a leaf on each side. In ^oo 1^^^ numerator is distant
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from the denominator. A slight eraek extends 1‘rom tlie milling to f of of.

Border strongly milled.

No. d. In the legend liheuty a mistake of the die entler gives the n the

a})|)earanee of ii, whence this variety is genei’ally called the ljiiektv. Jn the

date the 1 and 0 are near, but do not touch the hair and bust.

Reverse: one and cent distant, with c directly under o, and the 'j' j)ai-tly

concealed by a double leaf of wreath. In the numerator touches tlie dividing-

line, and is distant from the denominator.

Impi-essions fi‘om at least five pairs of dies of the 1790 Draped Bust arc

known. They are distinguished from each other by the j)osition of the legend

and date, (one has a fallen, crooked 0,) and also by the number of clusters of

leaves and of berries on the wreath.

In fair to good condition these Cents are not very common; tliosc wliicli are fine or nncii'cn-

lated, especially No. 3, are scarce.

1797.

Illustrated by two obverses and Dvo reverses. (Plate IV.)

The general description at the head of this class applies to all issues bear-

ing the Draped Bust.

No. 1. Date nearly straight, the 1 touching hair, and 7 the bust.

Reverse: A crack in die extends from e of states to the end of the left

riltbon, passing between c and e of cent.

No. 2. Date large, with space between 7 and 9. A thick break extends

over the left field from the milling downward six millimeters.*

Reverse: Stemless wreath.

At least ten pairs of dies were used in this year.

The 1707 Cents are common in any but strictly uncirculated or [>roof condition.

1798.

Illustrated by two obverses and one reverse. (Plate IV.)

No. 1. Small date with 1 near the hair, and 8 touching bust,

nai'row and light.

Milling very

* After 179() the illustrations are not generally numbered on tlie Plates, the date serving as a sufficient index.

In each case the numbers follow each other regularly from left to right.
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Reverse : Five berries on each branch of wreath.

N^o. 2. Large date with 1 near the hair, and 8 nearly one millimeter from

bust.

Reverse: There is a break in the milling extending to u of united, and

a slight crack from the wreath to c of CEN^ig another • between n and i of

AMEiircA extending to wreath.

At least fifteen pairs of dies were nsed in this year, scarcely distinguishable

by very slight diiferences in the date, wreath, etc. One of the dies used was

altered from a die of previous year, probably the first alteration that occurred

in the copper coinage.

The 1798 Cents are eoinmon in any condition e.Kcept uncirculated.

1799.

lllnstrated by three obverses and two reverses. (Plate IV.)

No. 1. The 1 over half a millimeter from hair, and the 9 at same distance

from bust; the curls of the 9 are thick and turn up sharply. Only traces of

milling appear.

Revei’se: Dot between e of one and t of cent. In cipher

overhi])S the dividing line, which is short.

No. 2. The 1 in date at same distance from hair as last, the 9 very near

the bust. The last 9 has a curl which touches the upper loop. There is a

somewhat i-aised border with few traces of milling.

Reverse: Apparently the same as last, bnt no dot visible.

No. 8. The date further from rim, and the lower curves of the 99 weakly

struck, a [leculiarity often noticed in this date.

Reverse: Dot as in No. I.

The diiferences in the three described obverses are so tilHing as scai’cely to

deserve mention, were it not for the fael that the date holds so important a

j)osition in the series. It is surmised that Obverse No. 2 was a 1797 die with 7

of date altered into a 9.

Noth.— lu ueurly every 1799 C('iit we li;ive exuiuiiu'd, the legend ordiite wus wi!uk. t roiu.the

t'.ucl. that tlu! two last iminhers of the dat(> appear weak and e,ven indistinct, collectors should not
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liastily reject the piece as simrioiis
;
the impression itself may have been light, ami the indistinct

date may be caused by a softness in the metal, the lack of a pro})erly milled border, or the close-

ness of the carls of the 9 to the rim, causing the date to be easily abraded or worn by triction

while in circnlation. Nevertheless, the boasted rarity of this piece has nndonbtedly acted as an

incentive to dishonest ))ractices on the part of numismatic tinkei’s and other.s, who wished (and

still wish) to produce specimens that can i>ass as genuine among credulous or inex))erienced

collectors We therefoi’e caution those collectors in who.se eyes an altered or forged coin is an

abomination, and who want none but genuine specimens in their cabinets, to closely examine by

means of a lens, or to submit to those more experienced than they, before purchasing, any s})ecimen

on which rests the slightest shadow of doubt. One thing is certain, either the 1799 Cents change

ownership with amazing rapidity, or the number available to collectors has vastly increased. At

any rate, the difficulty experienced by j\Ir. iNIickley, when Hrst in search of a specimen of this

date to complete his set of Cent.s, no longer exists, and fair to good s])ecimens can easily be

obtained when wanted. We have had as many as seven 1799 Cents, from which to make a

selection, when desiring to ])urchase a fine specimen for a private collection. In condition there

was but little difference between them, they ranking at what may l)e called “ very good for date,”

but in price they ranged all the way from $20 to $100,—the last by no means the best.

1800.

Illastrated by three obverses and two reverses. (Plate IV.)

'No. 1. Altered date. The 0 in first cipher quite visible, but not in the

second. The 1 near hair, and 0 one niilliineter from bust.

Reverse: The wreath bears five large berries on each branch. Border with

scarcely any milling on obverse.

^o. 2. Wide date. The 1 close to the hair, and the cipher to the bust;

the legend liberty equally distant from the head and border. Milling light.

No. d. Another wide date; the legend close to rim.

Reverse: Similar to reverse of No. 1, but not the same. It may be distin-

guished by comparing the relative position of the first berries on the left

branches of wreath. Border with light milling.

Two varieties of the altered date have fallen under onr observation;— one

that above described; another with a dot in the centre of the first cipher: and

about ten impressions from different dies of the perfect date.

The 1800 Cents are common excoj)! in extremely fine or uncirculated condition.

* We suggest that this die may have heen designed for a 1799 Cent, probably in the latter part of the year,

and that before it was entirely linished, the change to ISOO was deemed advisable.
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1801 .

Illustrated by two obverses arid two reverses. (Plate IV.)

No. 1. The date is large, having 1 and 1 equally distant from the hair and

the bust.

Reverse: Dot in centre, between n of one and n of

berries on each liraneh of wreath. In the luimerator

denominator. Border with narrow milling.

CENT. Five large

is distant from the

No. 2. A break on the border e.vtends over rn

LIBERTY. The date is in the same ])osition as the last.

Reverse: The fractional value is o^o? with the

the denominator. Border with narrow milling.

and KT of the legend

numerator distant from

Impressions from at least fifteen pairs

the following deserve particular notice: —
of dies of this date are known;

1. Legend on reverse: united states of America.

2. The same, with one stem to wreath.

3. Stemless wreath.

4. 7T017 for fractional value. (Illnstrated.)

T^o t>ver for fractional value.

Tlie Cents of tliis date are eommou except in extremely fine or uncirculated condition.

1802.

Illnstrated by two obverses and two reverses. (Plate IV.)

Nf). 1. The legend liberty large, and equally distant from the milling

and head. In the date 1 and 2 are near the hair and bust.

Revei-se: Dot over n of cent. The wreath is stemless. In the nu-

merator is high in the angle, and distant 1‘rom denominator. Border milled.

No. 2. The legend liberty smaller and nearei

the date similar.

Reverse: Dot under n of one. ddie stem on

UNITED, (same as reverse of No. 2, 1801.) The

‘ the head than in No. 1;

the left extends to u ol‘

fractional value is ooo-

Border milled.
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Impressions about twenty pairs of dies of tliis date are known.

Among’ them the following deserve especial notice

1. Altered date.

o 1

0 0 0 perfect die. (Illustrated.)

*> 1

UO'O cracked die.

4. 1

10 0 stemless wreath. (Illustrated.)

5.
1

0 50 with one stem to wreath.

().
1

O'OO stemless wreath. etc.

The 180*2 Cents are quite common except in strictly uncirculated condition.

1803.

Illustrated by one obverse. (Plate IV.) Milling not quite even.

Impressions from about twelve pairs of dies of this date are distinguished

from each other by the size and position of the legend and date, number of

leaves and of berries, etc. Errors in fractional value, stemless wreaths, etc.,

are not found in this date, except a reverse with yoo over

Common, except in uncirculated condition.

1804.

Illustrated by two obverses and two reverses. (Plate IV.)

~No. 1. Perfect die. ddie legend LrnEKTV is equally distant from the head

and milling. In the date 1 is close to the hair, the 4 further from the bust and

ci'ossed, beside having a small stand.

Reverse: Dot close above n of cent. The w ’cath bears five large d)ei*ries

on each branch, and its right stem, passing close to the first leaf, points directly

to A of AMERICA. Bordci* milled.

No. 2. Broken die. A break in the die extends over the milling to irrY

of legend lirerty.

Reverse: A break in the die extends over the milling, touching the letters

mert nearly to c of America. Border milled.

AVe have only seen two trifling varieties of this date, both of the perfect

die. In the first the 4 is without horizontal' stand; in the second a long
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horizontal stand extends to the right one millimeter. The breaks in the broken

die vTiriety vary in size in dilterent specimens.

Tlie Cents of 1804 are generally ranked ne-vt in |)oint of rarity to those ol 1799; the

remarks made concerning the latter apply with e(pial force to this date. Only a lew strictly

nncircidated specimens are known.

Xoxi.;.—A j)ei'fect obverse die (No. 1) has been combined with a reverse ol a later date,

similar to the one illustrated on Plate VII, lorming what is called the 1804 Mint restrike. In this

combination the obverse die is cracked, and shows the marks of corrosion on the Held and on

the head.

1805

Illnstrated by one obverse. (Plate Y.)

The legend liberty is equally distant fVom the head and border. Tn the

date the curl of 5 rises up sharply, touching the busto

Keverse: Dot immediately over x of cent. The Avreath has rather short,

s|)readiug leaves, with five berries ou each branch. Border slightly raised,

without any jierceptible milling.

At least four ptiirs of dies scarcely differing from each other were used.

The 1805 Cents are rare in very line or uncirculated condition, otherwise not very common.

1800.

Illustrated by one obvei’se. (Plate Y.)

The legend liberty is equally distant fi-om the head and milling. In the

date 1 toudies the hair and 0 the bust.

Keverse: Yery similar to 1805 reverse. Boi-der with light milling.

At least four pairs of dies Avere used in this year. Dr. Dickesou describes

a variety Ave have not seen, as having been struck IVom an altered die of 1805,

and another as having ood reverse.

The CTmts of 180G are scarce. In very fine or nncii'culated (“ondition they are very rare.

1807.

Illustrated by two obverses. (Plate \b)

No. 1. Struck ovei‘ 1800. In the date 1 touches the hair, and a large 7

struck ovei- 0 tin; bust, l)oth dates being visible.

Keverse: Vei*y similar to last. Jb)i-dei’ slightly raised.
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No. 2. A break in the die extends IVoin the ril)l)on-knot to the milling*,

distini>*iiishiiu>* this variety from the ordinaiy issue of this date, of which iinpres-

sions from at least four dies are known.

Kevei-se: Very similar to last. Boi’der milled.

'File CtMits of tliis (late are (juite common in ordinary preservation. Wlien fine or nneircu-

lated, tlie three varieties enumerated are equally rare.

Note. Dr. Dickeson speaks of an issue of the Draped Bust for 1808. e have never yet

seen a specimen
;
have heard of no other, and from the fact that none have ever been offered in

auction sales, must pronounce the issue fictitious.

CLASS Y.

THE TURBAN HEAD CENTS.

Illustrated hy nine obverses and two reverses. (Plate Y.)

Qeneral descriytio))

.

Head of Liberty facing* to the left. The features are

strongly marked and somewhat masculine; the bust is broad and cut nearly

square in front, hut short under the shoulder. A plain hand inscribed liberty

confines the hair, which falls in short curls over the forehead and temple, and in

longer curls over the shoulder. Seven stars before, and six behind the head are

disposed in curving* lines; the date is under the bust.

Reverse: A wreath of laurel formed of a single branch, with leaves in

clusters of tw'o, three and four, and generally bearing thirteen berries, is tied at

the bottom by a short broad ribbon. Within this are the w'ords one cent, a

centre dot,* and a bar under cent; around the wreath is the legend, united

STATES OF AMERICA.

ddie liorder is milled; the edge ])lain. Diameter 271 to 28« millimeters.

1808.

Illustrated by one obverse. (Plate Y.)

The lower left star is weakly struck, and in some specimens invisible,

forming* what is called the twelve-star variety of this date.f

The Cents of this date are rather scarce. In fine condition they are rare.

* It is po.ssible that the dot in tlie issues from 1793 to 1807, was a ]\Iiiit indvk.

t Although several pairs of dies were used in each of tlie years from 1808 to 1814, inclusive, the very slight

differences noticeable between impressions of dillerent dies bearing the same date, render an enumeration of

the same unnecessary. For the same reason a detailed description of both obverses and reverses is omitted, the

general description being deemed sufficient.
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1809.

Illustrated by one obverse. (Plate V.)

The date is remarkably large, the impression light.

Reverse: A stronger impression than the obverse.

This (lato is very sc.ai'cc, and seldom found in tine condition. Tlie iin[)ression of the ob^'e^se

is light, the milling slight and low; hence specimens which have been in circulation are generally

much worn about the edge.

1810.

Illustrated by one obverse. (Plate V.)

No. 1. 1810 struck over 1809. In the date the 0 is quite visible around

the 1.

No. 2. Perfect die. Differs fi*om last chiefly in the date. (Not illustrated.)

The Cents of this date are by no means rare, and are not unfrequently found in line condition.

1811.

Illustrated by two obverses. (Plate Y.)

No. 1. Struck over 1810. The 0 around the last 1 quite distinct
;
the 10

out ol' position.

No. 2. lYrfect date. Nearly proof.

This date is nearly as rare as the 1809, and for the same reasons it is cHjually difficult to find

very line specimens. The one illustrated (No. 2,) is l)v far the most perfect s])ecimen of this
* «

w<‘ evt*r saw, and wc iK'lieve lin^ finest niie known.

1812 .

Illustrated by oue obverse. (Plate Y.)

d’he Cents of this date are rather common, and are fi'C(piently found in good to line condition.

1813.

Illustrated by oue obverse. (Plate Y.) Fine, but slightly misstruck.*

'Pile Cents of this date aia; not vei'v common. In line condition they are cfpially rju’c with

the 1808 and 1811.

* The condition of a few of tlie Cents and Half Cents illustrated is given, with the object of guiding inex-

perienced cfdlectors in detennining the degi-(!e of preservation, or special quality of a piece
;
for instance, Plate

V, 18(t7 Half Cent, struck twice; Plate VIII, 1842 Cent, small date, very poor, etc.
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1814 .

Ill list 1‘aU'd l)v two ol)ver«t'8. (Plato

No. 1. Plain 4. In the date the 4 has no per|)endienlar stroke at the end

ol the horizontal bar.

No. '1. Crossed 4. The 4 in the date

end ol the hoi'izontal bar.

Tho (V-iits of this (late are more fre(|ueiilly found in fine or uneireulated eondition tliaii

those of any other year of tliis type.

1815.

has a perpendienlar stroke at the

All Cents of this date are invariably found, on close examination, to be

alterations from 1813 or possibly other dates. One of these alterations was so

skilfully made that even experts were in doubt, and the coin was about to be

adopted as a vara avis, when Mi*. Benjamin Betts of Brooklyn, N. Y., and

others, conclusively demonstrated that the piece was identical with one of the

varieties of 1813, andithe date was subsequently proved to have been altered.*

CLASS VI.

THE CORONET CENTS.

Illustrated by twenty-nine obverses and one reverse, (Plate VII,) and six

obverses, (Plate A^III.)

General description. Head of Liberty, facing to the left. The head is

larg'e, the features are strongly marked, the bust short and rounded. A plain

pointed coronet, inscribed liberty, coniines the hair, which is smooth over the

forehead, and tied behind with two plain hair-strings in a coil. One short

lock falls before the ear, 'and two longer ones over the neck and shoulder.

Thirteen stars are disposed in a circle near the border; the date, curving, is

under the bust.

Reverse: Similar to the revei'se of Class V. The border is milled; the

edge plain. Diameter 29 millimeters.

* F(U’ a detailed account, .see Ttansact.ioii.s of tlie American Numismatic and Arclucological Society in the

American .Journal of Numismatics, Vol. HI, No. 12, for April, 1809.
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181(3.

Illiijitrated l)y one obverse, (Plate YU,) vvitli l)reak on milling-. At least

ten slight varieties of this date are known.

The Cents of this date ai'e l atlier coininon, even in very tine condition.

1816, Cents are not unfreqnently found in briglit red uncirculated condition.

From and after

Illustrated by seven obverses. (Plate Vll.)

The varieties may be determined by slight

mention the following: —
dilferenees, among which we

No. 1. Large date, with 1 distant from point of bust; 7 with a long stem.

No. 2. Large date, with 1 near the point of bust and distant from 8.

No. 3. Large date, with 1 undei* the jioint of bust, distant from 8, and the

7 distant from the second 1.

No. 4. Large date, with 1 under the point of bust; the 8 distant from

second 1.

No. 5. Date a trifle smaller, with 1 under the point of bust.

No. 6. Close date, with 1 opposite the point of bust.

No. 7. Fifteen-stars variety.
%/

No. 8. (Not illustrated.) A break in the die, just above the hair, has the

appearance of a sort of top-knot. There are at least twenty-two slight vai’ie-

ties of this date.

Tlie Cents of tliis date are common. Proofs are known.

1818, 1819, 1820.

Illustrated by flve ol)vei‘ses. (Plate YIT.)

1818. Lai’ge and small dates, connected stars, cracked die, etc., distin-

guish the vai’ieties. At least ten i)airs of dies were used.

1819. Large and small dates, connected stars, 9 over second 8, absence

of dot on reverse, etc. At least ten ]>airs of dies have been noticed.

1820. Struck over 1819, (see illustration)
;

lai-ge and small dates, con-

nected stars, absence of dot on reverse, etc. At least 1‘ourteen ])aii‘ ot dies

wei’e used, ddie varieties in each of these years have only slight dilferenees.

Tlie C'enls of these dates ai'c common
;
])roofs are known.
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Jllustnited by one obvcM'se. (Plate V II.)

Small ami larg’ei' date. Three or lour paiivs ol dies were used.

In very tine or nearly proof condition, the Cents ot tiiis date are very I'are; otlierwise oidy

scarce.

1822.

A few varieties.Illustrated by one obverse'. (
Plate VU.)

Easily found in any condition but proof.

18213.

Illustrated by one obverse. (Plate VII.)

No. 1. Struek over 1822; the second 2 in the date partly visible between

the curls of* the 3. (See illustration.)

No. 2. Perfect date. (Not illustrated.)

On account of the small number coined, the Cents of tliis date are genei’ally considered

scarce, yet they are not unfrequently found in poor condition. A few proofs of the 1823 over

1822 variety are known, the specimen illustrated being one of these.

Note.—The second obverse of this date has been combined with a reverse of a later date,

formiiiij what is called the 1823 Mint I’cstrike. The obverse die of this combination cracked acioss

the face after a few specimens had been struck; the reverse is illustrated next to the 1823 obverse.

1824 to 1838.

Illustrated by sixteen obvei’ses. (Plates Vll and VITI.)

Without milling; connected stars, etc. Slight varieties.

VV^ithout milling; connected stars, etc. Slight varieties.

The same peculiarities. Slight varieties.

Deep milling; connected stars, etc. Slight varieties.

Deep milling; connected stars, etc. Slight varieties.

The same as last, etc. Slight varieties.

Large and small dates; connected stars, etc. Slight varieties.

Same peculiarities. Slight varieties.

Same as last. Slight varieties.

Same^as last. Slight varieties.

Same as last. Slight varieties.

1825

1826

1827

1829

1830

1831

1833
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1837.

1835. Same as last. Yaileties more marked than previous.

Perfect die; bi'oken die. Tliree varieties.

Plain and beaded hair-strings, etc. Varieties.

Plain and beaded hair-strings, etc. Varieties.

The Cents from 1824 to 1829 inclusive are common enough in poor oi' even goo<l preserva-

tion, but are rare in very fine or uncirculated condition. From 1830 to 1838 inclusive, tine

specimens, though still rare, are moi-e easily obtained. The Mickley Cabinet contained proofs of

the following years,—1827, 1829, 1831, .1832, 1834, 183G, 1837, and 1338.

1839.

Illustrated by four obverses. (Plate VIII.)

No. 1. 1838 Head. Obverse and i-everse similar to the beaded hair-string

variety of 1838.

No. 2. Silly Head. A curl projecting over the forehead, under the

coronet, makes its appearance for the first time. The reverse has no centre dot.

No. 3. Booby Head. The curl under the bust is much shorter than in

previous issues; otherwise similar to No. 2.

Reverse: The bar under one cent is omitted in this issue, and does not

again make its appearance.

No. 4. 1840 Head. This variety is different from any of the preceding,

and properly belongs to Class VII. The head is smaller, and the hair over the

forehead braided.

No. 5. Struck over 1836. In this variety the 6 is plainly discernible

under the 9. (Not illustrated.)

The Cents of this (lute are rare in very tine condition
;
otherwise common.

CLASS VII.

THE BRAIDED HAIR CENTS.

Illustrated by twenty-four obverses. (Plate VHI.)

General description. Head of Liberty, facing to the left. The head is

small, the bust short and I’ounded. The hair, con lined l>y a j)t)inled coronet

inscribed eiberty, is braided over the forehead, and tied behind with beaded

haii’-strings into a coil. Before and behind the ear the hair is smooth, but
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ringlets lull over the shoulder and extend under the bust. Thirteen stars are

disposed in a circle near the border; the date, in a straight line, is under the

bust.

Keverse: The same as reverse of Class YI, with the omission of the centre

dot and of the bar under the word C'ENT. Fi*om and after 1843 one cent on

reverse is materially larger. The milling is generally narrow and deep, not

cjuite near the rim. The edge is ])lain. Diameter 28 millimeteis.

1840 to 1857.

Illustrated by twenty-three obverses. (Plate YIII.)

1840. Large and small dates. Ti-ifling varieties.

1841. We have seen only two trifling varieties of this date.

1842. Large and small dates. Trifling varieties.

1843. The three varieties of this date are more marked.

No. 1. 1842 obverse, 1842 reverse. The point of coronet is directly oppo-

site the fifth star. In the date 8 is directly under the point of bust. The reverse

is similar to reverse of 1842.

No. 2. 1842 obverse, 1844 reverse. Obverse the same as last. Keverse:

ONE CENT large.

No. 3. 1844 obverse, 1844 reverse. The point of coronet is between the

fifth and sixth star. In the date 1 is directly under the point of bust. Reverse:

The same as last.

1844. 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853 and 1854 present

no striking characteristics. Most of these dates are found with very trifling

varieties, showing that several pairs of dies were used in ciK;h yeai-, but the

differences are scarcely of sufficient importance to be noticed.

1855. Straight and slanting 55.

1856. Straight and slanting 5 in date.

1857. Large and small dates.

From 184U to 1857 inclusive, the Cents are snthciently common to be represented by fine

specimens in nearly all cabinets, the dates 184-3, (especially No. 3,) 1844, 1845, and 1857 being

considered a little scarcer than the others. The Mickley Collection contained proof impressions

of all these dates except 1840, 1847, 1851, and 185/ large date.
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ANOTHER WREATH CENT.

1793.

Since the preceding pages have been printed, Mr. S. S. Crosby, of Boston,

the aiithoi* of The Early Coins of America,” has communicated to us the dis-

covery by him of another distinct variety of the 1793 Wreath Cents, but in so

poor a condition as to render the description difficult, and excepting in the

particulars of the legend and the sprig of leaves, somewhat uncertain.

In this variety the legend liberty and date are small, similar to those

upon ^o. 4. The hair flows in slender locks, the lower one extending into the

beaded circle, the second and third being nearly as long. The edge bears the

vine and bars. The sprig is closer to the neck of the bust than in other

vaileties, and the three leaves are nearly at right angles to each othei-. The

one on the right is narrow, that in the centre a tribe broader, and in a nearly

perpendicular position, and that on the left nearly twice as broad as that on the

right.

Keverse: The same as reverse of ISTos. 4 and 5.
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THE HALF C'ENTS.

CLASS I.

THE EIBEKTY CAP HALF CENTS.

1793.

Illustrated by three obverses and three reverses. (Plate V.)

G^eneral descrijption. Head of Liberty facing to the left. The hair is

confined around the head by a narrow band, and falls over and behind the

shoulder, terminating in pointed locks; the bust is pointed. Over the light

shoulder is a liberty cap on a statf; above, the legend liberty curving; below

the date.

The reverse has half cent in a wreath formed of two branches of laurel,

ornamented with sprays of berries, and tied together at bottom with a ribbon,

Jn the outward angle formed by the ends ol ribbons is the denomination .>00 ;

around the wreath the legend united states of America. The border is

dotted
;
the edge is inscribed two hundred for a dollar. Struck on thick

planchets. Size 21 to 22 millimeters.

No. 1. In the legend liberty the l is below the line of the other letters,

and Y less than one millimeter from cap. The staff of the ca}) is close to the

point of Inist.

Reverse: half and cent more separated than in any variety of this date,

with centi’c dot nearer n. The left branch bears thirteen, the right, fourteen

( 37 )
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single leaves. The stems of wreath and ends of ribbons open widely and are

very long; the lattei* are forked, with ends nearly four millimeters in length,

extending close to the bordei*.

No. 2. In the legend libekty the y is distant from the cap over one

millimeter; the second lock from bottom is blunted, and the date is nearly

straight.

Kevei’se: half and cent close together, with a dot between a and n.

Each bi’anch bears hfteen leaves; the right stem extends parallel to a of Ameri-

ca; the left points at u of united. The dividing line touches the ribbon on

the left side, if not on both.

No. 3. The same as No. 2, but the die is cracked from the middle lock to

the liberty cap, and thence to the border.

Reverse: half and cent close together, but no centre dot between them.

The left branch bears fifteen, the right, sixteen single leaves; the stems are thick

near their end, and there is a distant dot (probably the end of a spray of berries)

aftei- AMERICA. The dividing line is straight and long, with the first cipher

in the denominator below the other figures.

Note.—

T

his variety is foiuid with a break on the reverse e.\:tending from r in of to k

in AAfERK^A.

No. 4. The same as obverse of No. 1.

Reverse: Very similar to reverse of No. 2. The chief difference is in the

dividing line, which is short, thick, and touches the upper curve of the 2, while

distant from the last cipher.

In strictly uncirculated condition, the 1793 Half Cents are rare; but specimens in fair,

good, and even fine condition, are obtained without much difficulty.

1794.

Illustrated by five obverses and one reverse. (Plate V.)

General descri'ptlon. Head of Libeidy with staff* and liberty caj) over the

left shouldei’, facing to the right. The bust is lengthened in front; the hair, in

thick locks, falls behind the shouldei’; above, the legend liberty, curving;

below, the date.
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Reverse ; A wreath, Ibrnied of two laui’el hi’anches l)eariii^ luM’i’ies, and

united at the bottom by a ribbon, encloses the words half cjext. In the

exterior angle lornied by the ribbons is the tractional value oo?), anti ai‘t)iind tlu'

wreath the legend united states of amkimca. The border is milled; the

edge bears the inscription two hundred for a doli.ar followed by a small

leaf-sha})ed ornament ; the ])lanchets are thick. Diameter, 23 millimeters.

The ii'eneral execution of both dies is inferior to that ol the j)revions

vear, and it is worthy of notice that, as in the case of the Cents ol the same

date, there are more varieties of this than ol any other ol the Hall Cents.

No. 1. In the legend liberty the R is very near the hair; in the date i

touches the bust, the 1 is distant one and a half millimeters from the lowei*

curl of the shoulder.

Reverse: half and cent are distant, with a dot in the centre. In the

fractional denomination the numerator 1 touches the left I’ibbon, the end ol

which points to the top of the 2. The lower angle in the ribbon on the right

appi-oaches very near the 0 in the denominator.

No. 2. In the legend liberty the r is two-thii-ds of a millimeter from

the hair. In the date the 4 is near the bust, the 1 nearer the hair than in the

othei* N'arieties, being distant from it one and a (jiiarter millimeters.

Reverse: The wreath is broad and spreading, the ii, f, c, and t ol half

CENT each touched by a leal. Thti ends ol the ribbons are thick and form a

wdde angle, while in the 1 touches the dividing line, and the 2 is smaller

and higher than the other figures.

No. 3. L of LIBERTY distant three millimeters from cap; the r one milli-

meter from hair. In the date the 1 is distant two millimeters from the longer

curve of shoulder; the 4 is near the bust.

Reverse: The same as reverse of No. 1.

No. 4. The position of the legend liberty is nearly the same as in No. 3.

In the date the 1 is one and a half millimeters, and the 4 over one millimeter

from bust.

Reverse: VTry similar to reverse of No. 1, Imt evidently coming from

another die.
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T^o. 5. The head is high, with points of the bust and end of the statf

distant from the milling. The date is low and broad, the 1 distant three milli-

meters from hail', and the 4 over one milliineter li'om bust.

Reverse: Very similar to revei'se of Ko. 1, but evidently from anothei' die.-

No. 6. Obverse: The same as obverse of No. 1.

Reverse: Dot between c and e of cent. In 200 1 and the two ei])hers

are lai'ge, the 2 smaller. A crack extends from the edge to the wreath, passing

through E of UNITED.

The Half Cents of tliis date are scarce only in tine or uncirculated condition.

1795, 1796, 1797.

Illustrated by four obverses and one reverse. (Plate Y.)

Gerieral description. Smaller head of Liberty, with cap, etc., facing to the

right. The bust is shorter than in last issues; the legend the same.

Reverse: Similar to the reverse of the 1794 Half Cents, the wreath gene-

rally spreading more broadly. The border is milled. Struck during the earlier

part of 1795 on thick planchets, inscribed on the edge; afterwards on thinner

planchets, plain edge. Diametei', 23 to 24 millimeters.

1795.

No. 1. Thick planchet. In liberty the l is near the cap; the t one

millimeter from head and milling. In the date the 5 is smaller than the other

figures. A crack in the die beginning at the milling, extends between the 1

and 7 of the date.

Reverse: In male cent the c is to the right of the perpendicular fi'om m;

the steins of wreath are slender; the dividing line in short.

Vo. 2. Thin planchet. Aj)])arently the same as last obverse.

Reverse: The stems of wreath longer: the legend close to wreath on the

sides, and distant above. JRirder, milled.

Slight varieties differ in the position of* the date, etc.

The Ilnlf Ccuts of this (lute :irc not ]).‘irticularly scai'ce,

condition.

except in \ery line or uncirculated
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1796 .

The legend liberty is at an equal distance from cap, hair, and milling.

The stafl’ extends nearly to the milling. The date is large and widely spaced,

with the 1 directly under the curve iu the lower lock, half a millimeter distant,

and the 6 half a millimeter from the bust.

Reverse: The word ce:nt begins a little to the right of a line pei’pendiculai

to II in HALF. The wreath bears four large berries on the left, and apparently

three on the i-ight branch
;
the upper leaves in each branch point dii-ectly at each

other, without touching; the legend is close to wreath. The dividing line in

is short. The milling on border is very slight.

Impressions from only two pairs of dies, closely resembling each other, are

known.

The Half Cents of this date, in good to fine condition, .are by far the rarest of tlie series.

Defective specimens are not liowever extremely rare, and of late have rather frequently been

offered at public sales.

—A copy of this rare date was gotten up by Dr. Edwards, but only twelve specimens

were struck, after which the dies were destroyed.*

1797 .

The legend liberty and the date are close to the milling.

Reverse: Dot in centre; the left branch bears five, and the right three

berries; the upper leaves in each branch ]ioint directly at each other, without

touching.

Varieties: Die cracked between 1 of date and bust, and afterwards through

B of liberty; date close to bust, broad milling, etc.

The Half Cents of this date are equal in rarity to those of 1795.

]^OTE.—A specimen of this date, thick planchet, lettered edge, was sold at Mickley’s Sale.

(No. 2083.)

* The practice of copying rare issues of the United States Mint ought to be discouraged, and, if possible,

prevented by the Mint authorities and the Numismatic Societies of the country. Tlie only admissible copies are

electrotypes or casts—these have all the advantage of deceiving no one, of being attainable by all, of being exact

fac similes of the originals, admirably adapted to the purpose of study or illustration, when, as is frequently t le

case, the originals on account of exceptional rarity are beyond the reach of most collectors- while these so-

called copies (why not forgeries!) are often weak and coarse, and at best but weak imitations of the originals,

utterly wanting iifinterest, a pu7.7.1e to inexperienced collectors, and in no case creditable to tbeir originators.
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The device of the Liberty Cap was used a little longer on the Half Cents

than on the Cents, whei’e, as has already been mentioned, it appeal’s for the last

time in 1796. Xo Half Cents were struck in 1798 or 1799
;

in the following

year the design which had been adopted in 1796 for the Cents was placed upon

the smaller piece.

CLASS II.

THE DRAPED lUTST HALE CENTS.

Illustrated by eight obverses. (Plates V and VI.)

General clescrijotion. Draped bust of Liberty facing to the right; the hair,

which is fastened by a narrow band of ribbon ending in a knot, falls in several

ringlets over the shoulder. In brief, the whole design is similar to the Draped

Bust Cents, except the legend on the reverse, half cent, and the frac-

tional value 2 Fo. The border is slightly raised, with narrow milling. Tlie

edge is plain. Diameter 23 millimeters.

1800.

The legend lirertv is large and evenly spaced; the date also large, with

last cipher touching the bust.

Kevei’se: The legend with slightly larger letters than the preceding; centre

dot, and wreath with four berries on each branch.

A variety of the reverse is found with a slight ci’ack connecting

E of UNITED with the wreath.

liniv in strictly uncivculuted condition
;

otlun-wiso conunon.

1802.

Struck over 1800, ])oi’tions

wliicli is smaller than the other

Reverse: The l(;aves of

than in previous issues.

of the cipher being visible ai’ound the 2 of date,

ligures.

the wreath are somewhat broad(‘r and shortei’

Varieties: Small 8 in date; large and small .,^ 0 ,
etc.
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1803.

The 1 and 3 in the date art* equally distant from the hair and bust.

Reverse : Similar to reverse of 1802, with five round bei‘ries on either

hraneh of the wreath.

Varieties: Large and small -200 ,

1804.

In the date, 1 is near the hair, and a plain 4 touches the bust.

Reverse : \"ery similar to reverse of 1803.

There are several slight varieties of this date, of which the following

are the })rincipal:

—

Crossed 4 touching the bust, with the die broken on the edge in tiie

reverse.

Crossed 4, not touching the bust.

Crossed 4, no stems to the wreath.

Plain 4, no stems to the wreath, etc.

1805.

The 5 in the date is slightly slanting.

Reverse: Simdar to the preceding.

Varieties: Wide and close dates; no stems to the wreath, etc.

180G.

The () in the date is large, and touches the bust.

Reverse: Dot touches N of cent.

Varieties: With and without stems to the wreath, etc.

Tins piece is frequently found in red, uncirculated condition.

1807.

The stem of 7 in the date is nnnsnally long.

Reverse: Ap])arently the same as the reverse of 1806.

Very slight varieties.

Scarce in tine condition, otherwise common.
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1808.

The second 8 in date higher than the other tigiires, and touches bust.

Reverse: Similar to last.

Varieties: Stiaick over 1807, etc.

Scarce in tine condition, otherwise connnon, as are all the dates from 1803.

The Draped Bust like the device Avhich preceded it, was used on the coin-

age ol Hall Cents a year longer than on the Cents : the smue change which had

been made in the design of the Cents was then ordered for the Half Cents.

CLASS III.

THE TLHIBAN HEAD HALF CEN^'S.

Illustrated by fourteen obverses and two reverses. (Plate VI.)

Qeneral ciescri2)tio7i. The same as for the Turban Head Cents, but half

CENT on reverse. Border with nan-ow milling, or simply raised. Diameter 2o

millimeters.

1809, 1810, 1811.

An examination of many specimens ol these dates leads us to believe that

several pairs of dies were used in each date, but the vai’ieties are so trilling as

scarcely to deserve notice.

1809 is conimoM in any condition
;
1810 is scarce, and 1811 is rarely found in fine condition.

XoxK. There is a restrike of 1811 in whicli tlie original obverse die was combined with a

reverse belonging to one of the years between 1802 and 1808 inclusive.

1825, 1826, 1828, 1829, 18:31, 1882, 1888, 1884, 1885, and 188G.

These Half Cents present no })ecidiarities worthy of notice, except in the

following dates:—

1828. 12 Star variety. Seven stars lacing, and five behind the head.

Rarer than the common issue.

1881 and 18:86. Only a limited number isstied, and generally found in

})roof condition; all the others are common, except in uncirculated oi* proof

condition.
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The coinage of Half Cents was cliseontinned from some time in 1811 until

1825, when it was resinned with the same device of the Turban head, which

had meanwhile been disjilaced by the Coronet on the Cents; the latter design

was never used on the Half Cents. ^Yith the exceiition of the years 1827 and

1850, the Turban Head appeared on these pieces until 1830, as indicated above,

with which date it ceased to be used, and the coinage of Half Cents was again

discontinned for three years. In 1840, one year after it had been adopted for

the Cents, the Braided Hair bust was placed on the smaller piece.

The obverse dies of 1831 and 1836 were at some subsequent time combined with the

reverse of probably tlie 1856 Half Cent, foi'ining a combination known among collectors as the

1831 and 1836 Mint restrikcs. Only 12 of the 1831, and possibly less of the 1836, are said

to have been issued. The omission of the bar under half cent, is sufficient to determine this

combination.

Note.

—

The Half Cent of 1831 is frequently found altered from 1834.

CLASS lY.

THE HUAIDm) HAIR HALF CENTS.

Illustrated by nineteen obverses and six reverses. (i*late AH.)

(renernl descrij^tiou. The same as for the Braided Hair Cents, but half

CEN'r on reverse, and the following peculiarities to be noted: From 1840 to 1849

inclusive, the ribbon bow instead of being disposed at an acute angle inside of

the wreath, as in the case of the Turban Head Half Cents, and of those of

subsc(pient dates, is simply folded over to the left, forming a curve and passing

behind the lowest wreath of leaf. From 1849, large date, to 1857 inclusive, the

berries are smaller, rudimentary, and sometimes elongated, and the ribbon bow

is folded upon itself, at an acute angle, not touching the first or lowest leaf

of wreath. Border milled, edge raised, with very narrow milling. Diametei'

23 millimeters.

1840—1848.

These Half Cents, beyond theii* great rarity, and the fact that they are

neaily always found in proof condition, pi-esent no peculiarities, except that

each date is found with two reverses.
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1st Reverse: The berries in wreath are rounded and well formed; the

ribbon bow inside of the wreath bends over to the left, passing behind the first

or lowest leaf of wreath. Very rare, especially the dates 1842 and 1847.

2d Reverse: The berries are rudimentary, and sometimes elongated; the

ribbon inside of the wreath is folded upon itself, forming an acute angle. Not

so rare as the first.

Note. — Revev.se No. 1 is the oviginal vcvevse of these dates. Reverse No. 2 jjvopevly

belono-s to the Half Cents issued from and after 1849. All specimens found with this reverse

were re-struck at the Mint in Philadelphia, with the reverse of probably the 1856 Half Cent.

1848.

The date is much larger than in any of the preceding issues.

1849.

Small and large dates. The small date is found with both reverses,* the

large, only with reverse No. 2. The former, especially with first or original

reverse, is very rare
;
the latter, common.

1850—1857.

The Half Cents of these dates present the peculiarity that for 1852, 1853

and 1857 the date is larger than in other issues. All are easily obtainable except

the 1852. The obverse of this date is also supposed to have been combined

with the 1856 reverse, but the reverses of these two dates, and of the 1850-1857

generally, are so similar that the most experienced collectors will find it a diffi-

cult task to point out any notable differences between them.

]s;oTE.—^lu Piute VI. No. 1 is the original reverse of the 1840 Half Cent; No. 2 is the restrike;

the reverse cornl)ined with the 1846 obverse, is the original reverse of that date; the one com-

bined with the 1847 obverse, is a restrike; those with 1852 and 1856 obverse.s, are original to

those dates. The latter is the one said to have been used in combination with the obverse dies of

the forties to form the restrikes.

* We have never seen tlie 1849 small date Half Cent with the original reverse; but the statement that it

exists is corrohoratcil hy the testimony of Dr. E. Maris, who distinctly states that in his researches he

eventually found Half Cents from 1840 to 1849, (small date inclusive,) having each of the reverses.” (See Ameri-

can Journal of Numismatics, Jan. 1871.)
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COLONIAL COINS,
TOKEN'S, MEDALS, ETC.

We g-ive below a list of the pi-iiicipal coins, tokens, jetons, raedalets,

patterns of coinage, and Washington pieces, generally classified in the cabinets

of American collectors under the head of Colonial Coinage; by the kindness

of Mr. Lorin G. Parmelee, of Boston, Mass., we are enabled to illustrate many

of them by 33 pieces from his superb collection (Plate IX), and we liave added

under most of them some brief references to authorities in which an account

more or less complete will be found. A detailed history of the early coinage of

the American Colonies the reader will find in Felt’s “ Historical Account of

Massachusetts Currency;” Dickeson’s “American Xumismatic Manual” and

Crosby’s “Early Coins of Amei-ica.” Some interesting information on the

sul)ject may also be gained from Prime’s “Coins, Medals, and Seals, Ancient

and Modern,” and two woi'ks by Mr. James R. Snowden, “ Desci-iption of the

Medals of Washington,” and “ Description of Ancient and Modern Coins in

the Cabinet Collection of the United States Mint.” Mr. William S. Appleton,

of Boston, issued ten yeai-s ago, a privately printed “Description of Medals

of Washington ” in his cal)inet, which is by far the most -perfect list of these

pieces which has yet appeared. The American Journal of Numismatics, pub-

lished since May, 18(3(5, contains also many original articles descriptive of the

American Colonial Coinage, etc.

(
47
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Somers or Hog Island. Shilling, Sixpence, and Twopence, without date.

(Plate IX, Xo. I and 2.)
*

Coined about the year 1620, in England, for Bermuda. See American Journal ol

Numismatics, Vol. xii. p. 16, and Vol. xiv. p. 3.

New England Shilling, Sixpence, and Threepence without date.

Coined in Massachusetts about 1652. The Threepence is very rare: only two are

known,—one in the cabinet of W. S. Appleton and the other in that ot Yale College.

The Sixpence, also, is cpiite rare.

Massachusetts Shilling, Sixpence, Threepence, 1652.

Coined from 1652 to about 1686. without alteration of date, and generally known

under the names of Willow-tree Shillings, Oak-tree Shillings, Sixpences, Threepences, and

Twopences, (the latter with date of 1662 only,) and Oak-tree Shillings, Sixpences, and

t hreepences. We can here class the 1652 Massachusetts Oood Samaritan Shilling, piobabl\

a pattern, and the genuineness of which has caused much discussion.

Massachusetts Twopence, 1662.

Coined with this date only.

Lord Baltimore Shilling, Sixpence, Groat, and Penny, without date.

Struck in England for Maryland about the year 1659. The Penny in copper is believed

to be nnitpie ;
it was purchased from the Martin collection, in England, for £75, and

brought to this country, and was sold at the Mickley Sale, October, 1867, (No. 2307,)

for $3

French Colonial Plalf (Demi-ecu,) and yV Crown, in silver, and Two

Dcniers in copper, 1670.

“On pent encore classer au regne de Louis XIV. le demi et douzieme d (icn du Can-

ada.” ( Barthcldmy, Numismatiqne Moderne, page 74.) See also Prof. Charles E. Anthon s

article on the oloriam reoni tvi dicent, or ^2 in American Journal of Numismatics,

Vol. iv. p. 65, and Vol. xi. p. 49, and also a series of articles on Canadian Numismatics

by Mr. R. W. McLachlan, the first of which appears in the American Journal of Numis-

matics, in the number for October, 1879. Several specimens of the ^^2 pi’t'^ent

in American cabinets. The Halt Crown and l\vo Deniers are practically unknown in the

United States, and must be, we fear, extremely rare in Europe.

James 11. Plantation pieces, tin.

Issued for England, Ireland and the Plantations. See Snellings \ iew ol the C opper

Coin and Coinage of England, § IV. I'hc dies are said to be still in existence, and “in

the possession of an English dealer, who some years ago struck oH many specimens.
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New England Elephant i)iece, 1094. (Elate IX, No. 3.)

Mickley, No. ‘2,301
;
sold at if235.

Carolina Elephant })iece, 1094.

Two varieties of this are known. I'liis and the ])rece<-ling are said to be some-

times found in brass and sometimes in copj:)er. They are very rare.

London Elephant piece, without date.

The same obverse as the New England and Carolina Ele})hant ])ieces.

is, however, struck on much heavier planehets than those.

'J'liis Coin

New Eng’land Stiver.

Mickley No. 2,302. No doubt of Dutch origin.

New Yorke in America Token, without date. (Elate IX, No. 4.)

Of English or Dutch origin, and ascribed to the period between 1664 and 1710.

St. Eatrick or Mark Newby Halfpence and Farthings, without date.

Coins of Irish origin, found in silver and copper. A large number of these hav-

ing been brought to the State of New Jersey, by Mark Newby, an Irishman, and one

of the first proprietors, their use was legalized by the New Jersey Legislature in 1682.

In Colonial days the currencies of many countries were also legalized. These are not,

of course, ranked among Colonial coins, and there is no reason, in our opinion, why an

exception should have been made in favor of this obscure and uninteresting token.

Probably the best account of this piece that has ever been given, was a paper by

A (pula Smith, M. D., a member of the Royal Irish Academy, printed in the American

Journal of Numismatics, Vol. vii, pp. 9 and 25, which is most complete in its refer-

ences to all that has been written on the subject. On page 30 of the same volume

will be found an interesting account of Newby, himself, and some reference to his Half-

pence. See also Samuel Smith’s History of New Jersey, publislied in 1765, p. 153.

French Colonial Coppers, 1721, 1722.

Struck for French colonies in general.

Rosa Americana Series, various denominations, 1722, 1723, 1724, and 1733.

(Elate IX, Nos. 5, 6, 7.)

I'wopence, without date; Two})ence, Penny and Halfpenny of 1722 and 1723 ; Penny

of 1724, and Twopence of 1733. No. 5 illustrates a rude trial piece for Twopence. No. 6,

the obverse of a Penny, without date. No. 7, the reverse of the pattern piece of 1733, a

duplicate of which is in the British Museum. This last is extremely rare. See American

Journal of Numismatics, Vol. iv, p. 89.
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Wood Peimies and Halfpennies; struck for Ireland.

These bear no relation to America, except that Wood, who held the patent tor Ireland,

also held the Rosa Americana patent for the Plantations, and that the obverses of the coins

are similar.

Carolina Medal, 1736.

The Carolina, or Jernegan Cistern medal, as it has of late been called, in accordance,

with a suggestion of Mr. James H. Taylor, of Charleston, has caused more discussion than

almost any medal relating to America. An impression in the Lilliendahl sale (Bangs, Mer-

win & Co., December, 1863, see Catalogue, p. 44,) sold for $16, and first attracted the atten-

tion of American collectors. Mr. Wm. H. Strobridge described it as having been struck by

order of the Legislature of North Carolina, and referred to “ Traditions and Reminiscences,

etc.” by Jos. Johnson, M. D., as his authority.

While the general appearance of this medal, the palmetto trees— emblematic of the

Colonies— and the legends, both hands filled for Britain, also george reigning,

CAROLINE PROTECTING, might indicate a probable connection between this medal and

America, yet American authorities (we cite Dr. Anthon, and Messrs. Appleton and Col-

burn, particularly,) have found good grounds for the rejection of the piece, either as struck

by order of any American legislative body, or in fact, as being in any way connected with

America or American history.*

lligley or Granby Coppers, 1737 and 1739. (Plate IX, Xo. 8.)

The obverse has a deer with inscription : the valve of three pence, or valve

ME AS YOU PLEASE: the reverse has three hammers crowned, with connecticvt 1737 ;
or

three hammers crowned, with i AM GOOD copper 1737 ;
or an axe with J CUT my w^ay

THROUGH, or J CUT MY WAY THROUGH 1739, forming nine combinations, found only in

poor condition, and extremely rare. Crosby has a very lull account of the piece.

Gloucester Shilling Token, 1714. (Plate IX, Xo. 9.)

Probably a pattern for a Shilling of English origin. The ol) verse

CO vriiGiNiA XH. The reverse Ric dawson anno dom. 1714. Brass,

what may be called tlie first American tradesman’s token.

has GLOvcn<:sTER

Noted as being

Canada Jetons in silver and copi)er, 1751-1758.

See Prof. Chas. E. Antlion’s essay in the American Journal of Numismatics, Vol. xiii

p. 67, and also Mr. McLachlan’s articles in Vol. xiv, cited above.

* See American Journal of Numismatics, Vol. ii. p. 100; Vol. Hi. p. OS, ami Vol. v. ]). 00.
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A^oce Popiili Ilalipenny, 17(50.

A token of imkiiown origin, circulated in the Colonies, and of which several varieties

are known.

Charles III. Florida Half Dollar,” 17(50.

Mickley, No. 2319. Crosby believes that tins piece is siinpl}' a proclamation medal,

struck by Senor Juan Estevan de Pena Florida, on the accession of Charles III. ot

Spain, and that it has nothing whatsoever to do with the Spanish possessions in America.

On the other hand, Herr Adolph Weyl in his catalogue of the Fonrobert Collection,

when describing this piece says (1510) S(ilber) Proklamations M(edaille) (| Dollar? Carl

III von Spaniel! 1760, besass diese Provinz 1760-1763, 1783-1788) Ein priichtig erhaltenes

Stiick welches sowohl von deni Dickeson, PI. VIII, I, abgebildeten Exemplare, als auch

von ahnlichen gegossenen Proklamations-Jetons Spanisch-Amerikanischer Besitzungen in der

Zeichnnng bedeutend ahweicht.

Pitt Token, 1766.

A political token of the day, as its legend indicates. It is said to have been designed

by Paul Revere of Boston, and the work’ of Mr. Smithers of Philadelphia, and was issued

in recognition of Mr. Pitt’s efforts for the repeal of the obnoxious Stamp Act.

French Colonial Cents, 1767.

Sometimes found counterstamped R F.

AHrginia Penny and Half Penny, 1773.

Originated in the English Mint. The larger, or Penny, is usually found in proof

condition.

Virginia Shilling, 1774. (Plate IX, Xo. 10.)

Three or four specimens only known in American cabinets.

Xew Hampshire Coppers, 1776. (Plate IX, Xo. 11.)

Probably a trial piece, or one of the patterns of a currency designed for New Hamp-

shire, but never introduced.

C'ontinental Currency, tin, 1776.

Currency with one or two r’s and E. a. fecit, determine that at least three dies were

used. Specimens in silver and brass are known.

Massachusetts Halfpenny, or Janus Copper, 1776.
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Massachusetts Pine Tree Copper, 1776.

Curious pattern pieces, fully described in Crosby’s work, pp. 303 and 304
;
each, as far

as known, uni(pie.

Dependens Status Copper, 1778.

Reverse: America; Indian seated. A line s})ecinien of an engraved pattern piece of

unknown origin.

iS’orth American Copper Token, 1781.

A token j>robably of English origin.

Chalmers’ Annapolis Shilling, Sixpence, and Threepence, in silver, 1783.

Designed and put into circulation by I. Chalmers, a goldsmith of Annapolis, Maryland.

One type, with Equal to one shilling in script, is said to be unicpie (Mickley 2527) ; the

ordinary type of shilling is frequently found smooth from circulation
;
the Sixpence and

Threepence are rare.

Georgius Triumpho, 1783.

Reverse : VOCE populi. In imitation of a British halfpenny, but in its legend undoubt-

edly referring to the triumph of George Washington.

iS'ova Coiistellatio silver Pattern Pieces for a Mark and C^uiiit, 1783.

(Plate IX, Xos. 12, 13,. 14.)

Pattern pieces for a national coinage, submitted to Congress in 1783, but rejected.

The specimens illustrated are considered unique in silver; in tin, or soft metal, they were
represented at the Mickley sale by Nos. 2338 and 2339.

Xova Constellatio Coppers, 1783 and 1785.

U S in script and monogram, and U S in Roman letters for each date.

Immune Columbia, 1785. (Plate IX, Xo. 15.)

Found with two varieties of nova constellatio; also witli vermon auctori, and
CEORCIUS III REX. With Nova Constellatio, one specimen in gold, (at tlie Mint in Phila-

delphia,) and several in silver, are known.

Confedcratio Coppers, 1785. (Plate IX, Xos. 16, 17, 18, 19.)

I he following are the coinbiiiation of these, the rarest of the early pattern pieces : Confed-
eratio, small stars, 1785, with (1) Americana Inimica Tyrannis

; (2) Eagle and small shield

1787, connecting with the Excelsior Cents, (Nos. IG and 17) ; (h)iifederatio, large stars.
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1785, (No. 18,) -with (5) Americana Inimica Tyrannis; (4) America Tniinica Tyrannis
; (5)

Libertas et Justitia, 1785; (6) Eagle and broad shield, 1786, (Nos. 18 and 19) ; (7) Iminn-

nis Cohnnbia, 1786; (8) Gen. Washington, d'o this the following mnles can be added:

(9) Washington, with eagle and broad shield, 1786; (10) Eagle and broad shield, 1786, witli

obyerse of New Jersey Cent; (11) Imnuinis Columbia, 1786, with the same obverse (jf New

Jersey Cent.

Non Vi Yirtute Vici Copper, 178(). (Plate TX, No. 20.)

Sometimes called the New York Washington Cent, from the resemblance of the head.

Tlie reverse has neo eboracensis. A beautiful and equall}" rare pattern.

George Clinton Copper. (Plate IX, No. 21.)

The reverse has the arms of New York, with 1787 excelsior. Extremely rare.

Liber Natns Libertatem Defendo Copper.

Reverse, same as last; also (2) Neo Eboracus Excelsior, 1787 ;
eagle on a globe.

Excelsior Cents, 1787. (Plate IX, Xo. 22.)

The following are the combinations
: (1) excelsior, eagle to right, rev. eagle and

large shield : (2) The same, rev. eagle and small shield (Nos. 22-17) : and (3) excelsior,

eagle to left, rev. large eagle and small shield.

Immnnis Columbia, 1787, Copper.

Reverse : e pluribus unum
;
eagle displayed.

Nova Eborac, or New York Cents. (Plate IX, Xos. 23, 24.)

Reverse: virt et lib. 1787. Goddess of Liberty facing right and a variety facing left.

Fug'io Cents, 1787. (Plate IX, Xos. 25 and 26.)

The first leo’allv authorized coin of the United States, and on this account, extiemeb

interesting. The following are the principal varieties: (1) States United; (2) United

States; and (3) United (above) States (below); (4) Common obverse, with names of States

inscribed on links; (5) Another obverse, with a star in each link in reverse; (No. 25) and

(6) Plain sun dial (No. 26) with names of States inscribed on links.

Vermont Cents, 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788.

VERMONT’S RES. PUBLICA AND VERMONTIS RES. PUBLICA, 1875 ;
VERMONTENSIUM

RES. PUBLICA, 1786, all with stella quarta decima, form the first type of the Vermont

Cents. Afterward we find vermon auctori for 1786, and auctori vermon for 1786,
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1787 and 1788, all with inde et lib on reverse, variously punctuated, except one of 1787,

by no means rarer in poor condition, which has BRITANNIA, and one of 1788 with et lib

INDE. The Vermont Cents were coined by anthority of the State.

Comiecticut Cents, 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788.

llie coinage of Connecticut Cents took place under the anthority of the State. Tliere

is really but one type, a head, laiireated, mailed or draped bust, facing right or left, and the

legend AUCTORI conneo; on the reverse, inde et lib, the goddess of Liberty and the date;

hut the great differences in the heads, legends, punctuations, etc., combine to form at least

300 well defined varieties. Many collectors make the study of the Connecticut, 1 ermont,

Massachusetts and New Jersey Cents a specialt}', and devote much time in collecting and

classifying these interesting series. The classification of S. S. Crosby is considered authori-

tative, and to his work we must refer those who wish to gain more accurate knowledge of

these coinages.

Aiictori Plebis, 1787.

Probably a pattern for a Connecticut Cent, though claimed to be an English trades

man’s token. After seeing one of Higley’s coppers catalogued in an Englisli work, as an

English tradesman’s token, we cannot place the most implicit faith in our transatlantic

cousins’ knowledge of early American coins.

New Jersey Gents, 1786, 1787 and 1788. (Plate IX, Nos. 27 and 28.)

The coinage of Ncm* .Jersey Cents took place under the authority of the State. Ihese

coins are also of one type and many varieties. E pluribus unum and shield; reverse:

NOVA CAESAREA, a horse's head and plough, generally facing right, but in several varieties

of tlie 1788 facing left, and the date. The two specimens illustrated represent. No. 27, a

ran' variety of which but four specimens are known, with the date under the beam of the

plougli, and No. 28 one of the 1788 varieties with horse head and plough to left.

Massachusetts Cents and Half-Cents, 1787 and 1788.

The coinage of Massachusetts Cents and Half Cents took place under the authority of

the Commonwealth. They are of one type, and several varieties: (T)MMon
|

wealth; an

Indian standing facing left, holds in his right hand a bow, and in his left an arrow

;

reverse: Massachusetts, an eagle dis[)layed, on his breast a shield inscribed cent or

hale cent, in Ids right talon an olive l)ranch, and in his left a bundle of arrows and the

date. In the specimen illustrated (No. 29) the bundle of arrows is in the right, the olive

branch in the left talon, forming an extremely rare variety.
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USA or Bar Cent, without date.

riie one with U. S. A. in Roman caps is said to he counterJeit.

Brasher’s Doubloon, 1787. (Plate IX, No. 30.)

Reverse : Unum E. Pluuihus, 1787. An eagle disjdayed with a shield on liis breast ;

about his head a cluster of thirteen stars. This gold coin was designed by Mr. brasher, a

oohlsmith, in New York. “It is an interesting fact tliat this piece is probably of higher

price than any other American. There are hut four now known, and some collectors have

appraised it at the round price of one thousand dollars. One ot these four is in the Mint

Collection, having been placed there by Adam Eckfeldt, then C oiuer of the INlint, at the

value of the gold only.” Crosby gives an engraving of the piece.

The Mott Tokens, 1789.

Baltimore Town Threepence, 1790.

Baltimore, Town July 4, 90. A head to left.

BARRY. Silver Token ;
size 14 millim.

Reverse : THREE I’ENCE STANDISH

Talbot, Allum and Lee, New York Cents, 1794: and 179o.

Franklin Press Cent, London, 1794:.

Kentucky Token, in copper, without date.

Pju-aniid of fifteen stars, each star with initial letter of a State
;

JC at apex,

and thin planchet. vV token of English origin.

Thick

Myddelton Tokens, copper and silver.

British Settlement Kentucky, 1796. A beautiful token of English origin, with

reverses: (1) payable by p.p.p. myddleton, and (2) one half penny copper company

OF UPPER CANADA.

Castorland Token, 1796, copper, silver and gold.

Struck for the Franco-American Colony in Castorland,

Paris mint, where the dies are still preserved, and specimens

Northern New York, at the

can be obtained to order.

Cai-olina Brass Token.

Shield and thirteen stars ;
rev., a ship, no inscription.

Philadeljdiia Shilling.

Arms of the City of Philadel[)hia.

SHILLING TOKEN. See Mickley, 2538.

Reverse: corporation of Philadelphia, one
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Philadelphia Half Dollar Token.

Woodward No. 4607, sale Nov. 18, 1878. Anus of the city; reverse, f. s. 50 cents

within a wreath.

Shil), Colonies, and Connneree.

American flag with and without w. & n. N. v. Also English flag.

Rhode Island Medal, in tin and bi-ass.

Map with soldiers
;

shi})s and boats filled with troops, etc.
;
reverse : flag ship of

ADMIRAL HOWE, 1778-1779. Found also with the ornament under the ships cut away.

New Orleans Quarters without date.

NOUVELLE ORLEANS; ail eagle. Reverse: i’ r. surrounded by a chain of sixteen links,

each link containing a star. Varieties of this were, we think, offered in one of Mr. J. W.

Haseltine’s sales.

Columbia Tokens.

At least six varieties of this are known. We have noticed these in a German Cata-

logue as QUARTILLAS, struck for a South American State about 1829, and this is what they

])robably are.

Several English Tradesmen’s and other tokens refer dii*ectly or indirectly to

America.

Washington Coins, Tokens, and Eakly Pattern Pieces.

Washington & Independence, 1783. Reverse : Unity States.

The same
;
l^oga, 1783. Reverse : United States.

The same
;
military bust, 1783. Reverse : United States.

Double Head Cent^ without date.

Washington the Great, D. G. Revei’se
: (17)84 ;

thirteen links, inscribed

with the names of States.

Of home manufacture. Very rude and extivmely rare.

Washington, President, 171)1. Reverse : One Cent
;
large e;igle.

The same. Reverse : Liverpool Halfpenny.

( )f great rarity.
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Washington, Ih’esident. Reverse : One Cent, 1791
;
small eagle.

The same. Reverse
:

(Livei-pool) llallpenny, 1793.

The four last described are of English origin.

Washington. President, 1792. (Plate IX, No. 31.) Reverse : eagle.

Struck in gold, silver, and copper. The speciineii in gold, probably nnicpie, for a long

time adorned the cabinet of M. I. Cohen of Baltimore, Md. It was sold with his collection

in October, 1875, (No. 1188,) and brought -f500.

The same. Reverse : General of the American Armies, etc.

Geo. Washington, born Virginia, Feb. 11, 1732. Reverse : Eagle.

Said to be extremely rare, if not unique
;
Cohen 1492. In Mr. Appleton’s cabinet.

The same. Reverse : General of the American Armies, etc.

Struck in copper and silver.

Washington, President, 1792. (Plate IX, No. 32.) Reverse : Cent
;

eagle displayed.

The Washington naked bust Cent; the most beautiful, and one of the rarest of the

series.

G. Washington, President I, 1792. Reverse : United States of America
;

eagle, without stars.

Only one specimen of this is known in silver. The reverse is defaced by a chisel

mark. In March, 1792, the Senate passed “An Act establishing a Mint, and regulating the

Coins of the United States.” As passed by the Senate, this Act required that the coins

should bear a “representation of the President of the United States, for the time being,

with an inscription, which shall express the initial or first letter of his Christian name, and

his surname at length, and the succession of the Presidency,, numerically''

The same. Reverse : eagle, with stars. Silver and copper.

In silver, this is generally recognized as the Washington Half dollar.

Washington, President, 1791. (Plate IX, No. 33.) Reveivse : United

States of America
;
eagle. Silver and copper.

See Mr. William S. Ai)pleton’s List of Washington Coins and MedalsN in American

Journal of Numismatics, April, 1873, and following numbers. 1 he reverse appears to be

from one of the reverse dies of the 1795 flowing hair Dollar; if so, can the piece be of

recent fabrication, as suggested by Mr. Appleton ?
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Washington Grate Cent.

A token of Eiiglisli origin.

Head to left. Keverse : Liberty and Security, without date,

lettered edge.

Head to right. Keverse : the same, with date, 1795.

Similar to last. Smaller size.

Georgeivs Washington. Keverse : N^orth Wales.

Success to the United States. Brass, lai-ge and small.

This token is, in a German catalogue, called an inanguration ineclalet.

Large size.

Liberty, Parent of Science & Indus., 1792. Keverse : United States of

America. Disme.

Lib. Par. of Science & Industry.

Disme.

Keverse : Uni. States of America. Half

Tradition says that tlie Disme and Half Disme were struck from the plate of General

Washington; also, that the female figure on obverse resembles Lady Washington.

Liberty, Parent of Science & Industry, 1792. Keverse : United States of

America. One Cent,

I'he large size in copper; the small with silver centre.

Liberty, 1792. Keverse : United States of America
;
eagle.

Of this piece, generally called eagle pattern Cent, only two specimens are known
;
one

is in the Philadelphia Mint.

Eagle resting upon a rock. Keverse : Trial Piece designed

States Cent, 1792.

Eagle resting upon a shield. Keverse : the same as last.

The reverse of these two pieces is doubtless a modern fabrication.

for United
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